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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

-4

N Introduction

- The role of monolithic surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices in performing the
"real-time" analog of various signal processing functions is by now widely accepted.
Monolithic structures are intrinsically rugged, reproducible, and compatable with

, modern integrated circuit fabrication techniques. The emphasis of the research
reported herein involves the evaluation of monolithic SAW structures and materials,
with the research treating in large part modified structures and prototype device con-
cepts.

o* Specific Tasks

1. An important consideration in the ultimate application of SAW signal processing
devices to real systems is the available bandwidth. As a consequence, a major

*aspect of the project involves measures aimed at increasing the available
bandwidth of monolithic SAW devices.

2. ZnO has proven to be an acceptable piezoelectric material for the implementation
of monolithic, "on-silicon" device concepts. An alternate material, AIN, has been
proposed as representing a possible improvement over, and replacement for ZnO.
A portion of the project has been devoted to an examination of AIN for monol-
ithic SAW applications.

3. It has been established that the electrical properties of the Si-Si0 2 subsystem are
adversely affected by the ZnO deposition process. Methods for minimizing the

Neffects of the sputtering damage are being examined and evaluated. Also, an ins-
tability related to the injection of electrons from the metal gate electrode into the

underlying ZnO is observed upon applying a d.c. gate bias. We are seeking an
understanding and constructive control or blocking of this injection process.

4. A wide range of analog linear and nonlinear signal processing functions are now.4

feasible as a result of continuing developments in acoustic surface wave tech-

niques. Under investigation are problems associated with achieving practical dev-
ices, such as correlators and resonators, using the monolithic technology. A brief
review of SAW devices on silicon is included as Appendix A.

4!
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A. Multilayer Structures-Bandwidth Considerations

A key consideration in the development of SAW materials and configurations is

the matter of bandwidth. In dealing with layered media, some success has already been

achieved as evidenced by the significant increase in bandwidth available to monolithic

convolvers and correlators resulting from our demonstration of the advantage provided

by use of the Sezawa mode for wave propagation. More recently we demonstrated the
"- separate comb transducer, a development in the direction of increased operation fre-

quency and bandwidth for monolithic devices.

The layered configuration under consideration is known to support a series of

guided propagating modes. The lowest order of mode is called the Rayleigh mode; the

next higher mode is named the Sezawa mode. Last year we reported experimental evi-

dence of an efficient coupling between these two modes. A phase match between con-
trapropagating Rayleigh and Sezawa modes was obtained by employing an ion-milled

array of grooves in the ZnO layer. Although these measurements were made in the

context of developing an improved monolithic convolver configuration, it was found

that a coneptually new resonator/filter was a direct result of mode coupling. Details of

this development are found in the section of this report concerned with SAW resonator

structures.

B. Charge Injection-Induced Junction Storage Correlator
V.%

Last year we reported a fabrication procedure for MZOS devices which resulted in

the first bias-stable convolver. The stability was achieved through use of a particular

annealing procedure. All previously reported MZOS convolvers and correlators exhibit
the bias instability.

%I In contrast to efforts directed at stabilizing the MZOS configuration, the bias insta-

.4 bility in question, resulting from injected charge at a gate electrode, has been employed

in a new storage correlator configuration which we reported last year. The new device

concept utilizes charge stored in deep states at the ZnO-SiO 2 interface to induce
.. discrete, isolated, inverted regions at the silicon surface. The resulting MOS diode

regions perform the task of informatinn storage, and serve as replacement for pn and
Schottky diode arrays employed in previously proposed storage configurations. The
advantage here is a significantly reduced fabricatio fRmplexit[
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Most recently, we have reported an additional feature of the induced junction
correlator, that of electronic erasure of the stored reference. Last year we speculated
that electronic erasure of a stored signal could be readily implemented with an induced
junction correlator. Details of the ease with which the stored signal can be erased, and
the resulting availability for storage of a new reference signal, is described in Appendix
B.

A new configuration for the induced junction correlator, expected to exhibit
improved characteristics, is currently under study.

C. SAW Resonators on Silicon

During the past year we have examined several aspects of the performance of our
previously reported (A complete discussion of SAW resonators on silicon is included in
the reprint of Appendix C.) on-silicon resonators; in addition a conceptually new
resonant structure based on mode conversion has been developed.

One study concerned a preliminary examination of the ageing characteristics of the
temperature stable ZnO/SiO2/Si resonator. Automated measurements performed on

several resonators by E. Staples at North American Rockwell revealed a degree of sta-
bility comparable to a control group of quartz resonators. The time involved was
several weeks, so only preliminary conclusions are possible. Results of these measure-
ments were reported, and are included as reprints in Appendix A and D.

Recently reported experiments have demonstrated an improvement in optical loss
in ZnO guiding films resulting from a laser annealing procedure. We have subsequently
performed C02 laser annealing experiments to determine the effect on acoustic propa-
gation loss.

It is believed that the dominant loss mechanisms for a properly fabricated
ZnO/SiO2/Si VHF or UHF resonator is associated with propagation loss in the ZnO
layer. We had, in fact, proposed that resonator Q is a sensitive measure of propagation
loss. (Propagation loss is an important, and often controversial measure of ZnO film
quality.) The results of our laser annealing experiments were evaluated by measurement
of resonator Q and center frequency. It was found that the relatively small reduction
in acoustic loss was reflected in an increase of resonator Q. Since it is thought that the
anneal primarily affects the ZnO/SiO 2 interface, the improvement in Q is expected to
become increasingly significant as resonators are constructed for higher frequencies.
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Details of the laser annealing experiment were reported at the Frequency Control Sym-
posium (Appendix E)..

The operation of the mode conversion resonator, a conceptually new device based
on the propagation of surface acoustic waves in layered structures, was reported this
year. Both Rayleigh and Sezawa modes propagate when the ZnO layer is sufficiently
thick. By employing a periodic array of milled grooves, it is possible to couple (phase
match) modes propagating in opposite directions, the result is a mode conversion
"reflector". A resonator has been constructed in which input and output transducers

are bracketed by a pair of such arrays. Mode conversion resonator Q values of 3000
have been measured, indicating an extremely high mode-to-mode conversion efficiency.
The advantage of a mode conversion resonator over one using Bragg reflctors lies in the
reduction of direct acoustic coupling between input and output transducers, as each is
optimized for coupling to a different mode. (Input and output transducers are fabri-
cated with different element perrodicity.) Details of this work are found in
reprints/preprints in Appendix D, E, and F.

During the past year we performed experiments designed to explore the feasibility
of using ZnO/SiO 2/Si resonators as the basis of an accelerometer, with applications, for
example, to aircraft navigation. We fabricated a cantilever mounted resonator for sens-
ing force. It was found that the frequency of the VHF resonator varied linearly with
applied force up to the fracture point of silicon. From the results of these experiments,
one could envision a device exhibiting a dynamic range of 10. Details are given in the
reprint found in Appendix G.

D. ZnO Film Properties

A recent development is the completion of a study comparing the properties of rf
diode and magnetron sputtered ZnO-SiO2-Si structures. A major impetus for the com-

parative evaluation was the previously described achievement of bias stability in
annealed magnetron-sputtered films but not in similarly processed diode-sputtered
films. The comparison incorporated both electrical data and physical data derived from
SEM, X-ray diffraction, and other analytical techniques. The interfacial trap and net
effective charge densities at the Si-SiO 2 interface, ZnO film morphology, ZnO film con-
ductance, and the electrical and physical effects of post-deposition annealing were
among the topics addressed in the comparison. One interesting result of the work was
the observation that radiation damage produced in the underlying Si-SiO 2 subsystem

during sputtering of the ZnO film was a function of the substrate positioning on the
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"A sputtering platform, with the spatial dependence being especially pronounced for mag-
netron sputtering. Magnetron films were also found to have a coarser fiber morphology.
It was generally concluded from the data that the magnetron films contained a much
higher density of upper band gap traps whose numbers were increased by annealing. It
is our belief that these traps play the key role in the bias stability of annealed mag-
netron devices and arise as a direct consequence of the large fiber morphology of the

,, magnetron films. A reprint describing these results is included in Appendix H.

5-" E. New Materials

The recent acquisition of an MBE facility has led us to examine the possibility of
new materials/configurations. During the past year we have theoretically examined the
device implications of the propagation of an acoustic plasma mode in a multi-layered
structure. It is found that the existence of such modes in the 500 GHz range is feasible,
although the design of a suitable transducer appears difficult. Details of the analysis
are given in the preprint of Appendix I.

4.
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(Invited) Surface Acoustic Wave Devices on Silicon

R. L. GUNSHOR, S. J. MARTIN and R. F. PIERRET

School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN 47907. U.S.A.

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices can be used to perform a number of real-time signal
processing functions. Originally. SAW devices were constructed on single-crystal piezoelectric
materials such as LiNbO3 and quartz. In this paper we discuss the manner in which several
SAW devices can be implemented on non-piezoelectric silicon substrates, thereby facilitating
their use in integrated circuils. The pn diode memory correlator and the SAW resonator are
discussed in detail. The ZnO/Si0 2/Si layered medium can be made temperature stable by con-
trolling the thermal SiO2 thickness. This, together with new ageing data, demonstrates the
practicality or including SAW devices in monolithic integrated circuits.

§11. letrdstrate it is necessary to incorporate a

§1, Introduction piezoelectric film such as ZnO or AIN. These

For many years bulk-wave acoustic devices films are typically deposited onto the silicon by
were used in electronic systems to perform RF or diode sputtering [21 or by chemical
various signal processing functions. With the vapor deposition. The electromechanical
discovery of an efficient means of electrical to coupling provided by the piezoelectric film
acoustic transduction around 1965 [!], surface varies with film thickness, dictating a film
acoustic wave (SAW) devices have produced a thickness to acoustic wavelength ratio h/A of
resurgence of interest in acoustic waves in between 0.05 and 0.5.
electronics. The existence of a propagating
acoustic mode which is confined by the §2. ZnO'Si0 2/SiStorage Correlator
waveguiding nature of a surface makes The main signal processing task of SAW
possible planar acoustic devices. The use of a convolvers or correlators is to serve as analog
piezoelectric substrate, in which mechanical to the mathematical functions for which they
displacement is coupled to electric field, are named. These non-linear signal processing
permits the efficient excitation of the surface tasks can be performed electronically by digital
wave by means of an interdigital transducer and CCD circuits, with each competing
(IDT). In addition to efficient transduction, technique having its advantages and disad-
the planar nature of SAW devices is advanta- vantages. The digital techniques of today are
geous for other reasons. Not only is the wave not fast enough for certain broadband applica-
accessible along its path for modification or tions and are relatively expensive; charge-
sampling, but also SAW devices are potentially coupled devices and presently most widely
compatible with integrated circuit technology, applied for bandwidths less than 10 MHz.

In order to be IC integrable, or to take Where real-time, wideband (10 to 300 MHz)
advantage of other semiconductor properties, performance is desired, SAW devices provide
a technology has evolved for fabricating several an alternative.
SAW devices on silicon substrates. The first Convolution is accomplished with surface
device to be discussed, a SAW storage correla- waves by applying two modulated signals,
tor, relies on an interaction between acousto- V,(,) and V2(1) of a common carrier frequency
electric fields and charge carriers in the silicon to two IDT's separated by a gate electrode,
substrate. The need for IC components as shown in Fig. 1. The electric fields accom-
with good UHF performance, such as in high- panying the counterpropagating waves are
Q tuned circuits, provides the motivation for multiplied through a nonlinear interaction
building SAW resonators on silicon, the second with chargecarriers in the semiconductor [31
device to be discussed. To implement SAW and are summed over the interaction region by
devices on the non-piezoelectric silicon sub- means of the intervening gate electrode. [4] The

.4 37
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0k=0) in coincidence with a narrow acoustic
.... pulse ((v, k) propagating under the gate. The

__________________________ simultaneous presence at the silicon surface of
.fi [ the RF reference signal and the electric field

" iassociated with the acoustic signal produces a
resultant electric field component normal to

, .the silicon surface. This electric lield com-
._____, . _- ____.......... ... . . .... ponent, arising from a nonlinear interaction

between the reference signal and the narrow
acoustic pulse, serves to inject charge into the' diodes. The result is that a spatially varying

Fig. I. ZnO-on-Si SAW convolver device configura- chare Ttern is tha reprtingv thg

tion. charge pattern (w=0,k), representing the
sampled reference signal, is maintained in the

envelope of the output signal, V3(), taken diode array. The signal storage time, limited
from the gate electrode, is the convolution of

- the two input signals, following the prescrip- milliseconds to a few seconds.

tion: Upon arrival of the interrogal signal, it
is applied to the g4te electrode. E %e of the

V3 Q)=A V,(r)V2(-r)dr (1) nonlinear interaction of the interr( .ig SAW
VV (to, k =0) with the stored charge rn (to=

If V2 () is a time-inverted form of V,(r), the 0, k), a correlation output (W,, k) cA zcted
output is then the autocorrelation of V1 (t) at an IDT. ZnO-on-silicon mo, ,  con-
with the convolver functioning as a matched volvers and storage correlators nave been
filter. In radar applications, where good time operated at frequencies up to 355 M Hz [10],
resolution as well as the elimination of inter- with fractional bandwidths of up to 20%[l 1].
fering signals is important, the delay time/ Device efficiencies (P.,(dBm)-Pi.,(dBm)-
bandwidth product is the figure of merit. As Pi.2 (dBm)) of -53 dBm have been achieved
the return time of the interrogating pulse is in convolvers, with -66 dBm for memory

C.: unknown a priori, it is advantageous to in- correlators.
corporate stQrage capability for the reference §3. VHF-UHF Resmators on Silicon
signal. This is the so-called storage correlator. T
Several schemes have been devised for signal he second class of SAW devices fabricated

.-storage, all involving properties of the semi- on silicon, the SAW resonator, does not involve
conductor substrate. The reference signal the electronic properties of the semiconductor.
memory function has been achieved using the By converting an electromagnetic signal into
storage of reference-related charge in Si-Si0 2  an acoustic wave, the SAW resonator utilizes
interface states [5], Schottky diodes [6], pn acoustic resonance to form high-Q reactive
diodes [7, 8], and most recently in isolated elements for filters, tuned circuits, and to
induced-junction arrays [9]. perform frequency control functions. Wideband

Herein we describe a recently reported pn integrated circuits are readily implemented

diode storage correlator, the configuration of with film capacitors and active devices as
which is shown in Fig. 2. An RF reference inductors however, such circuits are char-
signal to be stored is applied to the gate ((a, acterized by low Q values.

The SAW resonator is formed by creating a
resonant cavity between two distributed Bragg

.J reflectors. These distributed reflectors are
lo- i,,ed by ,cirbing the acoustic Io" t,,,g,,tio

. pa:h tt half-wavelength intervals with metal
"",' ."..: ,sirip overlays 112J, or with grooves etched in

46 the surface [13J. Each feature reflects ap-
- Fitl. 2. SAW nicnory correlator on silicon utilizing proximately I % of the incident wave amplitude,

pi diode array lor refer ce signal strul.e, so that the array produces strong coherent

. . .", -.--4,. . : . - . .-. . .., C
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Q measurement is. a useful technique for

Applications requiring a high-Q tilter orrectv element generally require stability over

w.,, time and temperature. Temperature will in-" -"------' ,. fluence resonant frequency if either the dimen-

sion of the medium in the direction of
propagation is changed or the phase velocity is

Fig. 3. ZnO-on-Si SAW two-port resonator with changed. Typically resonators exhibit a
etched groove reflectior arrays. Typically 400 gro- parabolic fluctuation in resonant fre,uency
oes per rflector array and 8 finger-pair IDTs are with temperature. The standard for temperature

%,ued stability is set by resonators fabricated tin the

reflection within a narrow frequency range. In ST cut of quartz. These devices Show a
addition to mihimizing the surface wave con- turn-over temperature-the point where the
version to bulk modes, the distributed reflection derivative is zero-near 20'C, with a second
scheme--by virtue of' its narrow bandwidth-- order temperature coefficient of frequency of
permits single mode resonators to be con- - 0.0315 ppm/(degC)'.
struted. The best resonator performance to The ZnO-on-Si medium does not exhibit the
date has been achieved with grooves formed extraordinary temperature stability of ST-
by ion beam etching of the ZnO surface, as quartz at room temperature. The turn-over
shown in Fig. 3. temperature lies well below room temperature

Energy is coupled into and out of the SAW so that a 25 ppm/(degC) decrease in resonant
resonant cavity by means of one or two frequency is measured at 20'C. It is found,
interdigital transducers placed such that fingers however, that the presence of a thermally
lie at the maxima of the standing wave potential. grown silicon dioxide layer between the
Two-port resonators function as narrow band silicon substrate ,nd the ZnO layer serves to
filters, while single port devices serve as high-Q increase the turnover temperature in proportion
reactive elements. The transfer characteristics to SiO 2 thickness. Consequently, when SiO 2
of a two-port device, as measured on a network thickness is 0.076 Ao, where Ao is the resonant
analyzer, is shown in Fig. 4. SAW resonators SAW wavelength, the turn-over temperature
on silicon exhibit Q values in the 3,000 to 12,000 occurs at room temperature and displays a
range near 100 MI-lz. Q-values are limited by second order temperature coefficient of -0.052
propagation loss, which is believed to originate ppm/(degC) 2 . This ability to temperature
predominantly in the ZnO film. In fact, the compensate the ZnO/Si medium with SiO 2 is

due to the opposing sign of the temperature
coefficient of stiffness.

9 600-
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S200-

o %
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Fig. 4. Insertion loss measured between transduoers Fig. 5. Deviation in resonant freq~uency vs tempera-
of a two-port SAW resonator vs frequency. At tre for several ZnO/SiO 2 Si layer configurations.
reomnce, the trnsmission is enhanced 28 dB over kh, denotes 7nO thickness, k). denotes SiO, thick-
the delay-line response. ness, both normalized to acoustic wavelength.," 7-
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Compensation provides temperature stability each port of the five two-port devices was
comparable to that of ST-quartz, with the monitored over a several-week period as
option of elevating the turn-over temperature shown in Fig. 6. All of the devices exhibited a
for use in an oven-maintained environment, rapid increase in frequency of from 15 to 50
In Fig. 5, the drift in resonant frequency with ppm over the first 24 hours; the cause of this
temperature is shown for several values of SiO2  initial jump in frequency is unknown. The
thickness. Data for devices built on ST-quartz subsequent gradual decline in resonant frequency
are shown for comparison (14]. It should be observed for some devices is characteristic of a
noted that the temperature compensating failure to achieve a hermetic seal in device
Si0 2 thickness quoted is for a (Ill)-cut Si packaging. Two of the devices, however,
substrate and seems to be relatively independ- displayed promising ageing characteristics,
ent of the thin ZnO layers typically used. drifting less than 10 ppm during the subsequent

With regard to resonator stability over time, ageing period. The temperature characteristics
an initial ageing study has been performed. and ageing behavior of SAW resonators, it
After a 24 hour vacuum bakeout at 125°C, should be added, may possibly be influenced
live ZnO-on-Si resonators were hermetically by mounting and bonding methods.
packaged. The devices were not fixed to the
header in order to eliminate possible age- §4. CodmioM and Acknowledgements
inducing stresses. The resonant frequency of The most recent generation of SAW devices
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Fig. 6. Aging characteristics of ZnO-on-Si SAW resonators. The two tram in each plot
reprosent deviation in resonant frequency for each of the two resonator ports.
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APPENDIX B
me phenomenon is known to cause (he major bias inats-

ELECRONI ERAURE F STREDbility associated with MZOS SAW devices.' However, with
ELECRONI ERAURE F STREDthe introduction of a metal grating. the charge injection phe-

*REFERENCE SIGNALS IN A METAL- nomenon can be used constructively to create signal storage
ZnO-SIO,-Si INDUCED JUNCTION regions beneath the silicon surface. Under operational condi-

*STORAGE CORRELATOR tions, inversion regions of minority carrier storage at the sili-
con surface are separated by depleted or slightly accumulated
regions under the aluminium strips. The reference signal is

Inkdxiril term: Sirinlcoductor denicirs sail materials, Satin C- stored as a result of the interaction between the reference
acoustic-wawe dvuks& Signal *raw*e signal applied to the gate and a narrow acoustic pulse props-
Th. surfam-ecoustic',wave stoap cormeistor is used to str gating under the gate. The electric fields resulting from this
a s aje ns igal for subsequent correlation with an urn- interaction produce a nonequilibrium minority-carrier charge
krnown spal. We describe and demonstrate a into o density (a charge deficit) within the inversion regions; this
the electronic ear orf stored sinals in the context of the deficit constitutes the signal storage. Storage timnes of up to 80
MZOSoiad junction stompgscormlator. in'. (corresponding to a 3 d8i deerca'.c in output( have been
*achieved in prototype deviceb. .

The ability of aufc-cutcwave (SAW) devices to perform Electronic erasure of the storage signal is achieved by cre-
nonlinear signal processing functions such as convolution and ating shunting paths between the induced junctions while si-
correlation is enhanced by incorporating a reference signal mnultaneously promoting the lateral flow of minority carriers

* stoamp capability into the device. Several SAW correlator between these regions and the inverted area surrounding the
* device configurations have been described in which the stor- gate. The shunting paths which result in the loss of the stored

alp correlation operation is achieved through the storage of a signal are produced through the application of a sufficiently
rilfrenft signal =s a spatially varying charms partern as the large negative DC pulse to the gate. On application of such a
silicon surface. Within the stoamp timse limnitation of the paz-ti- pulse, electrons are injected into the ZnO and rapidly collect
cule storage machanmm (surface states, Schottky does,2 p. on the Al grating. The silicon surface under the Al grating
diodes"' or an arry of induced juniction.5s), the stored signal responds to this pulse by being forced into deep depletion.
cans he correlate with an lunknow input signal by employ- (Deep depletion is a nonequilibrium condition inside the sili-
ins a monen, inhsraction bew -a the sigal an tesored con where the depletion region is extended deeper into the
chrg pattern In many enion"~ signal processmsng phos- bulk than the maximum width at thermal equilibrium.) be-

to itwould be deskrb" to have the capability of rail cause the surface potential beneath the grating is lower than
*erasing and replacing the gtored I '- - signal. Removal of surrounding regions, minority carriers originally in the in-
* the stored signal in a SAW storage correlator has been we- duced junctions and the area lateral to the gate now migrate

viously demonstrated for an array of Schotttv died;' them into the grating region, thereby tending to establish a more or,
the diodes were iflusmnated by an LED wit. an appropriate less uniform distribution of minority carriers throughout the
output wavelesngth. In this letter we describ and! demsonstriate structure. The envisioned carrier motion is very similar to that
a new method of stored signal erneue electrani erisure im- in charge-coupled devices. It should be noted that the inver-
plemmfad with the induced junctin ZOC-os-S sto4rae Cor- sion layer lateral to the gate is established during the initiation
relator., procedure which produces the induced junction. Owing to

The sciesmatic Of thes itaduced junctio stormg cofreistOr high lateral conductivity at the ZnO surface, electrons are
empkioied in the electronic: erasure eaperimet is shown in Fig injected into the ZnO-SiO, interface outside the delay line
I. The key feature of an induced junction device is the macor- and drive the silicon surface surrounding the induced' junction
poratin of an aluminium $rating at the ZnO-Si02 interface. array into inversion. It is these inversion layer charges which
When a negative hiss is applied to the gate of an MzOS move laterally into the gaied area.
coireltor, electrons are injected into the ZnO ffim and are
suheesquenly tapped at or near the ZaO-SiO2 interface This

1~~- ando - nd V

b ANgmr"

-n~eculon o vc reao Fig. 2 Correlado output against pulse daton
* ~ ~ Top metallsaio

c Interface Al grating



In performing the signal erasure experiment. applied ep- After application of the erasure pulse and subsequent return
tive DC pulses of different amplitudes and durations were of the gate bias to zero volts, injected electrons located on the
applied to the gate within the signal storage time. The results Al grating are rapidly withdrawn from the interior of the
of this experiment are shown in Fig. 2. For the given dev'ice structure. The excess minority carriers beneath the Al grating

*structure and a pite pulse bias more positive than - 2.5 V, no are in turn annihilated through recombination and possibly
signal erasure was observed. The reference signal was corn- lateral motion to regions surrounding the gate. In other words
pletely erased. however, with pulses more negative than - 2-75 the shunting path under the Al grating is thereby removed,
V and having durations longer than 200 ps. Since thermal returning the device to a condition where an array of isolat
generation in the near-surface region is relatively slow, it minority-carrier storage regions are ready for the storage of a
cannot account for the short 200 jps time for erasure. The fresh reference signal. Experimentally, by varying the time in-

formation of a shunting path under the grating is clearly con- terval between the erasure pulse and the following writing
trolled by the lateral flow of minority carriers. Fig. 3 illustrates, pulse, we have observed that at least 400 ps is needed before a

the rasre f astoed ignl wih a-3 . 20 u puse.Thenew signal can be stored.theraue sowasthred output withou an eraV 2s pulse. whle In conclusion, we have described and demonstrated a new
upper trc hw h uptwtota rsr uswiemethod for electrically erasing the stored signal in an induced
output following a negati~e erasure pulse is shown in the jnto trg orltr h lcrnceauemto
lower trace. (The small residual pulse in the lower trace is a junctionustoefu coisiealapo.Tessn elcaton er hre eahdy
spurious signal from the measurement set-up, and can also mybe uslaeefu ine sgnal profrcesinalicts wheure rad

seenat nd o th outut igna inthe ppe trae.'The authors thank S. Phillips and G. Magee of the Naval
Avionics Facility for photomasks. The research was supported
by AFOSR grant AF-ONM4 and NSF grant ECS 800793.
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APPENDIX C

Surface acoustic wave resonators on a ZnO-on-Si layered medium
S. J. Martn, S. S. Schwartz, R. L. Gunshot, and R. F. Pierret
S oJl of ketricJ Smgfeering Purdue Unierhi, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

(Received 22 March 1982; accepted for publication 5 October 1982)

V The adaptation of surface acoustic wave resonator technology to a ZnO-on-Si layered medium is
* presented. Several distributed reflector schemes are considered, including shorted and isolated

metallic stripe, as well as grooves etched in the ZnO layer. In the case of etched groove reflectors, a
first-order velocity perturbation arises due to the dispersive nature of the layered medium. Unique
resonator design considerations result from the reflector array velocity and reflectivity

". characteristics. Transverse mode resonances are characterized and their effect on resonator
response eliminated by a novel transducer design. A technique for temperature compensating the
devices by use of a thermal SiO2 layer is discussed.

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ft, 62.40. + i, 84.30.Vn, 85.40. - e

1. INTRODUCTION boundary conditions imposed at the interfaces between lay-
"- The surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonator has been ers govern the distribution of wave amplitude in the surface-

" developed over the past decade into a practical means for normal direction.' This dependence of wave distribution on

achieving narrow-band frequency filtering in the VHF to layer properties is reflected in the values of electromechani-

' UHF range. Devices having resonant frequencies in the cal coupling and surface wave velocity, as well as the wave

range 20-2600 MHz perform the tasks which fundamental reflectivity arising from perturbing features on top of the
bulk wave resonators perform below 20 MHz. Applications ZnO. Consequently, the disposition of surface features, in-

for such devices include frequency control functions in oil tended to transduce or reflect acoustic waves, is highly de-

Ni lators, for which the narrow bandwidth and high rejection of pendent on the layer configuration forming the acoustic me-

off-resonant frequencies ensure precise frequency selectivity dium. By "layer configuration", we mean the combination

and spectral purity. Also used as tuned circuits, SAW reson. of substrate orientation, together with layer thicknesses and

ators have recently been applied for clock recovery in digital electrical boundary conditions imposed by conductive short-

PCM regenerators. ' Heretofore, SAW resonators have been ing planes which determine the acoustic and electrical char-

built almost exclusively on single Crystal piezoelectric sub- acteristics of the medium. The ZnO and SiO 2 layer thick-

st rates. As examples, lithium niobate is atrractive for its high nesses, normalized to wavenumber, are denoted by h ,k, h zk,
. value of electromechanical coupling, while temperature sta. respectively, while for acoustic purposes the aluminum

bility favors ST-quartz. This paper is an expansion of earlier shorting plane, shown in Fig. I, is regarded as vanishingly

reports on the adaptation of SAW resonator technology to a thin. It is apparent that there are a large number of variables
ZnO-on-Si layered medium." The motivation for using sili- in the layered acoustic medium; practical considerations will

con as a substrate lies in the possibility of incorporating the tend to provide limits.

SAW resonator in monolithic integrated circuits, thereby In fabricating the devices, both (100) and (I 11) cuts of

eliminating the need for off-chip components as are present- silicon have been used as substrates, with wave propagation

ly required in the single-crystal embodiments. along the (010) and (211) directions, respectively. These

In the next section we discuss the fabrication of the pure mode directions result in a decoupling of the transverse

ZnO-on-Si SAW resonator. Sections III and IV are devoted mode from the Rayleigh-like mode, permitting selective ex-

to analyzing metal grating and etched groove distributed re- citation of the latter by means of an interdigital transducer
Rectors. The unusual characteristics of the etched groove (IDT). The essential purpose of the SiO 2 layer is to provide
reflector lead to unique design considerations with regard to
transducer positioning and apodization, presented in Secs. V
and VI. Finally, temperature stabilization is considered in REFLECTOR ARRAY
Sec. VII. TRANSDUCER

II. BASIC DEVICE STRUCTURE

The Iwo-port SAW resonator consists of separate input ZRO
and output interdigital transducers positioned inside a reso-
nant cavity formed by two distributed reflectors.4" Figure 1
%Ihw the booic ZnO-on-Si device t ructtre. L.ike the SAW

4%- t. . u seai , at hsesall $oi iln I' y1I1 mull i."lonll ft. I te lu ) suml-NI ALUMINUM
' ,t vel smtsl is a planar device with acoustic energy confined to"wtin Isouhlanar oeviceith acoustic alenrg o nsfined to FIG. I. Surface acoustic wave two-port resonator using piezoeleciric ZnO

within roughly one acoustic wavelength of the surface. In layer on thermally oxidized Si substrate. An aluminum shorting plane is
contrast to the Rayleigh distribution of acoustic amplitude included to enhance transduction as well as shielding carriers in the sub-
found in a semi-infinite half-space, however, the added strate from electric fields.
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temperature compensation and/or substrate passivation, The Q-value obtained foi a resonator is proportional to
with the piezoelectric ZnO layer permitting transduction the ratio of stored energy to power dissipated, and is ultima.
between electrical and acoustic energies. It is significant to tely limited by propagation loss in the medium." Thus,
note that recent results have shown that AIN could serve as higher Q-values are obtained with the temperature compen-
an alternative to ZnO as a piezoelectric layer.7  sated configuration using a thitner ZnO layer. For this con-

In Sec. VII we discuss the variation in the first-order figuration, measured Q-values in excess of 12 000 indicate an
temperature coefficient of resonant frequency with SiO2  upper bound of 0.64 dB/cm for propagation loss at 123

. thickness. When temperature compensation is desired, SiO2  MHz. Q-values are obtained by taking the reciprocal of the

. thickness is fixed with regard to wavelength with measured (3 dB) fractional bandwidth at resonance. In esti-
hk = 0.47; otherwise, a simple passivation layer is grown mating loss mechanisms occurring in the resonant cavity, it
with a 0.1 pm nominal thickness. is preferable to use devices whose transducers are weakly

The aluminum shorting plane of 0. 1 pm thickness is coupled to the resonant cavity, since electrical loading di-
vacuum deposited onto the SiO 2 layer. This conductive layer minishes the apparent Q value. For cases where the coupling
enhances electromechanical coupling while shielding mobile between input/output transmission lines and the resonant
charge carriers in the silicon substrate from interacting with cavity was optimized for minimum insertion loss, the un-
electric fields originating in the ZnO layer." The wave-car- loaded Q was determined by introducing shunt capacitance
rier interaction can cause a degree of.Q-degrading acousto- at the IDT terminals to decouple the cavity. In all cases mea-
electric attenuation. surements of cavity frequency response for the purpose of Q

Onto the aluminum layer a ZnO layer is deposited by calculation were performed using a vector voltmeter togeth-
diode or rf magnetron sputtering with grains of the hexagon- er with a synthesized signal generator.
al structure having c axis oriented normal to the surface. While obtaining low propagation loss is critical, the re-
Details of the sputtering procedure can be found in the litera- quirements on electromechancial coupling provided by the
ture.-" The ZnO film thickness h, is typically 0.7-1.9 pm film are not. For off-resonant frequencies the transducer im-
for devices operating near 100 MHz, and is determined by pedance level, proportional to Aviv, is desired to be low in
electromechanical coupling considerations. Figure 2 indi- order that the impedance mismatch at device ports will re-
cates the variation in electromechanical coupling Aviv with suit in a large rejection of out-of-band signals. Hence, maxi-
normalized ZnO thickness for both temperature compensat- mum Aviv, crucial for delay-line responses, is not required
ing, and simple passivating thicknesses of SiO 2. From this for resonator transducers. At resonance, it should be added,
ligurc i is seen that the presence of the temperature compen- the impedance level of each transducer is increased drasti-
salfing SiO2 layer on (I I I)-cut Si permits one to achieve us- cally due to the location of the transducers in the resonant
able Jv/v values at a decreased ZnO layer thickness. For cavity, i.e., with IDT finger centers positioned at maxima of
example, a typical Aviv value of 0.003 is obtained with any of the standing wave potential. It is preferable to use a single
the following configurations: (h,k = 0.24, hzk = 0.02, 111- masking step to define transducers and reflector arrays due
cut Si). (h,k = 0.12, hzk = 0.02, 100-cut Si), (hk = 0.11, to this stringent requirement on the positioning of trans-
Shk : 0.47, 11 I-cut Si). Two advantages result from allow- ducer fingers with respect to the reflector arrays.
ing thinner ZnO layers to be used. First, it is easier to grow The planar features located on top of the ZnO, forming
thin films of good quality than thicker ones. In particular, IDT's and distributed reflectors, are defined by standard
surface roughness is found to increase with ZnO film thick- photolithography. Several distributed reflector schemes
ness. Second, the propagation loss, believed to be dominated have been tested, following the earlier development of single-
by the polycrystalline ZnO film, is diminished by using a crystal SAW resonators. Figure 3 illustrates portions of re-
thinner layer. flectors formed either from isolated metallic strips, shorted

metallic strips, or grooves modulating the ZnO layer thick-
ness. Again normalizing to acoustic wavenumber, the height

500 of the wave-perturbing features in each case is denoted by
hk, with h < h in the case of grooves.

400 When metallic reflector gratings are used, transducers
and reflectors are defined simultaneously from aluminum
(by alkaline etching) or chrome-gold (by liftoff). The range of
metal film thicknesses employed is 0.05-0.2 pm. When

! " 2 0oo etched grooves are employed, aluminum transducers and re-
flector masking strips are defined simultaneously. Protect-

, ,,ing the transducer region with photoresist, grooves are
etched between masking strips. Chemical etching of the ZnO

0100 0-20 030 0400---6 00 o has been fairly successful, but is found to be surpassed in
uniformity and repeatability by ion beam etching. A low
energy argon beam is used, with an accelerating potential of1-16 2 Electromechanical coupling factor vs normalized ZnO thickness 30V omnmz rsaln aaet h eann

otlh IAI 3,ample passivating SiO. thickness hk 0.02 on I1001-cut Si; J 300 V, to minimize crystalline damage to the remaining
lemperature compensating S.,O thickness hk 0.47 on (I I IkFcut Si; (C} ZnO. The ZnO etch rate is approximately 9% greater than

si mpic pa sumvating SiO thickness hzk = 0.02 on (I I I -cut Si. that of aluminum when the ion beam is incident at 10" from
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ISOLATED SHORTED ETCHED maximum Av/v available from the ZnO/SiO,2/Si configura-STRIPS SRP ROESTRIPS STRIPS JGR.OVS r.tion for the range of ZnO thicknesses usually available is
0.0045, we are thus limited to Rayleigh reflectivities of
0.5%. That the Aviv contributions actually outweigh mass
loading or topological effects when using aluminum is evi-
denced by the measured phase reversal of reflection between

h isolated and shorted strips.
T In the case of gold strips, however, the high mass den-

ZZ nO .sity gives rise to a mass-loading contribution which is found

S,o to increase the net reflectivity of Rayleigh waves. Figure 4
shows the measured variation in reflectivity per quarter5,
wave strip versus gold thickness h for a shorted chrome-gold
grating on a particular layer configuration. (The thin chrome

FIG. 3. Portions of distributed reflector arrays formed either from electri- layer is present merely to insure adhesion of the gold.) The
cally isolated metallic strip, shorted metallic strips, or grooves modulating reflectivity per strip p referenced at the leading edge of a
ZnO layer thicknes. In each cae, reflector array periodicity is half the
acoustic wavelength. strip, is deduced from the measured data of Fig. 4 as

p -1.4 AV - 0.34hk). (I)
normal. Proper choice of aluminum thickness permits si- V
multaneous removal of masking strips with ZnO groove de- It appears that the Aviv shorting and the mass-loading con-

' fintion. tributions are acting in phase. As the contribution fromt /v
The extent to which a Rayleigh wave is reflected by a regeneration is 180" out of phase with these mechanisms, the

small perturbing feature, such as a metal strip on, or groove most efficient metal grating Rayleigh reflectors are expected
in, the top layer, is dependent on the acoustic fields in that from shorted gold strips. Furthermore, with regard to these

2 layer, and hence on the solution for the layered configura- reflector arrays employing high mass density conductive
t tion. We have examined the reflection characterisitcs of an strips, we note the following additional consideration. Since
array of metal strips and grooves in several layer configura- resistive losses are proportional to dvv, then for a constant
tions. The selected configurations by no means exhaust the gold thickness, reflector efficiency is expected to increase as
combinations of hek, h2k, shorting plane, and substrate ori- Aviv is reduced. For this reason, a ZnO thickness is chosen
entation which determine the acoustic and electrical proper- which yields less than maximum Aviv. As mentioned above,
ties obtainable in ZnO/SiO2/Si layered medium, but repre- the use of a thinner ZnO layer also presents opportunities for
sent several found to be useful for resonator applications, higher Q values through a reduction in propagation loss in

the ZnO.
Ill. METAL REFLECTOR ARRAYS Reflection magnitude of a particular surface perturba-

There are several mechanisms whereby metal strips can tion scheme is determined experimentally by measuring the
give rise to a Rayleigh wave reflection' , these are as follows: stop band depth of a signal transmitted through an array of

() Aviv shorting: Conductive strips eliminate the tan- 400 strips; the reflection phase is deduced from the standing
. gential surface electric field, weakening piezoelectric stiffen- wave pattern implied by the IDT positioning required for

ing. In the layered medium the result is a lowering of the optimum coupling into a two-port resonator. Transducer lo-

2. Rayleigh velocity, and a decreased acoustic wave imped- cation is generally specified by the distance of I DT finger
(2) centers from the reflector array edge. This has been experi-

. (2) Au/u regeneration: For electrically isolated strips,

the induced potential, which alternatm between strips
placed at half-wavelength intervals, regenerates a backward
wave; 0.015

(3) Mass loading: When strips having a high mass den-
sity are used, each strip loads the wave, decreasing both the 0012

velocity and acoustic wave impedance;
% (4) Topological discontinuity: As in the case of ridges or o0o9

grooves etched in the surface, the field mismatch across a -
topological discontinuity caused by a metal strip may result ooc. ---

in Rayleigh reflection.
- The first two reflection mechanisms are dependent on 0.00

electromechanical coupling strengh; thus the contribution
from each can be controlled through ZnO thickness, h,.The ° Ol6 , 8io 200 25'0 300 350 400

contribution from the last two mechanisms is determined a.
-. % primarily by metal thickness, h.pmibmFIa. 4. Rayhelgh-weve reflectivity per quarter-wave metallic strip vs nor-

It is found that when aluminum reflector gratings are nalized stnr thickness for a reflector array formed from shorted Cr/Au

used, we must rely on Avlu reflection mechanisms. Since the strips on the layered configuration: hk = 0.29. h,k = 0.02, (11l )-cut Si.

-- 2



mentally determined to be (i/2) + (1/4)]A in the case ofio- 0.020

lated or shorted Cr/Au strips or shorted aluminum strips,
and [(n/2)]A in the case of isolated aluminum strips. 0,

Figure 5 shows the two-port transmission characteris-..
tics of a resonator employing 400 shorted Cr/Au strips per 5 00,2

array. Iooos
.

0.004

IV. GROOVE REFLECTOR ARRAYS

To eliminate losses associated with the conductivity of 0 005 003,0 0045 0060 05 0090 0105 0120

metal grating reflectors, it has been found advantageous to

use etched groove reflector arrays. Modulating the ZnO lay. FIG. 6. Rayleigh-wave reflectivity per groove vs normalized groove depth

er thickness with etched grooves as indicated in Fig. 3, has for grooves modulating the ZnO layer of the following configurations.. IAI

resulted in effective distributed Rayleigh-wave reflectors. hk = 0.1. hk = 0.47'(l11 J)cut Si;(B) hk = 0.29. 'k = 0.0211001-cut Si:

The wave reflection, occuring at the topological discontin. (C) ,k =0.25, h~k = 0.02, (11 I)-cut Si.

uity associated with each change in ZnO thickness, is due to
the mismatch between incident and transmitted acoustic the substrate loading in the etched region, the resultant wave
fields. The reflectivity per groove p is found to increase lin- velocity will be higher. This is neglecting, for the moment,
early with groove depth as indicated in Fig. 6; that is, the contribution made by energy storage at groove edges.
p = ahk, in which a, the coefficient of reflectivity, varies Recourse to the velocity dispersion characteristics shown in
with the layer configuration chosen. Comparing the cases Fig. 7 thus indicates a nearly linear increase in velocity with
graphed in Fig. 6, one concludes that the thick SiO 2 layer groove depth. This is in marked contrast to the nondisper-
concentrates wave energy at the ZnO surface since a given sive nature of single crystals, in which energy storage at sur-
groove depth provides some 3.5 times the reflectivity as the face discontinuities predominates to produce a decrease in
same groove without SiO2. velocity proportional to (hk )2.14

An important characteristic associated with waveguid- In order to examine the variation in grating velocity
ing structures is the associated velocity dispersion. In the perturbation with groove depth, test devices were designed
layered acoustic medium under consideration, the presence to permit a phase comparison between signals transmitted
of both the ZnO and SiO 2 layers decreases the wave velocity through an unperturbed propagation track and one contain-
from that of the bare substrate in proportion to their normal- ing 200 grooves.' Figure 8 illustrates the observed first-or-
ized thicknesses hk, h2k. Figure 7 illustrates the theoretical der increase in grating velocity with groove depth for
variation of velocity with normalized ZnO thickness for the hk < 0.80. While no second order roll off from energy stor-
temperature compensating and passivating thicknesses of age is evident in the cited experiment, it might become evi-
SiO 2. dent at larger relative groove depths. With linear velocity

Since etching a groove in the ZnO layer acts to decrease dispersion, and neglecting energy storage, the array velocity
at the Bragg frequency is expected to depend on groove
depth as (see Appendix A)

v. =Q I + rDhk), (2)

where vis the unperturbed Rayleigh velocity; ris the ratio of
groove width to reflector periodicity; h is the groove depth; k

0
Z 470

.1ae

410-~sao

ass

To as ISO 10 in in a :.9
133QU3?40Y(141a) 50__ __ __

000 0.100 0200 0300 0400 0500 0600 0?00 OS0o

FIG.S. Insertio l meuard between aoustic ports vs frequency for a h,.

reOator emplying 400 shorted Cr/Au stips per reflector array. At rao-
nne, the trmwnlaion is enhanced mom 25 dB over the delay-line re- FIG. 7. Rayletlh-wave velocity vs normalied ZnO thicknem for the NiO,/
Foms, substrate combinations examined in fIt 2.
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0010 -groove resonators in the layered medium, however, the first-
order increase in reflector array velocity, due to the presence

.0 of grooves, combined with a Aviv velocity reduction in the
transducer region, produces a sizeable velocity differential
between regions. Unless a corresponding variation is made

0 in the reflector and interarray periodicities, the phase shift
between arrays will not result in resonance at the reflector
center frequency. Frequently the result of the misalignment

0002 -is the introduction of spurious longitudinal modes. The cited
velocity differential gives rise to the following relationship

ooo 0 0 0 0 , , between the interarray wavelength A, and the reflector array000 00,2 02 oot ot6 00o6o oo'S 000oo7 0100

I wavelength .:
FIG. 8. Pertubaioa in aroove reactor army phase velocity vs noinalized !- AV
poove depth in the ZO aye. The dmued line is the perturbation calculat- ,4 -
ed frown dimiom condsatiou -= , (4)

A, I + r2Dhk

wheref is the fraction of the array separation region occu-
is the wave number; D is the fractional rate of decrease in pied by transducers; r, is the fraction of the transducer peri-
Rayleigh-wave velocity with normalized ZnO thickness (the od occupied by metallic fingers, while r, is the fraction of
"'dispersion"), defined by each array period occupied by grooves. (Typically

I &o4htk,hzk) r = r2 = 0.5.)D (hkhk )) (3) Given Eq. (4), one then proceeds as follows to generate a
Tu.ev he gresonator pattern for use on the dispersive medium:

Thus, calculating the velocity in the grating region as an (a) Choose A,. /4 to be a multiple of the pattern generator
appropriate average of the perturbed and unperturbed half- step size to enable equal groove/ridge spacing, as well as
periods [Fq.{3)J yields the dashed line in Fig. 8. avoiding aliasing errors in the reflector array.

Due to the dispersive nature of the medium, resonant (b) For the layer configuration at hand, determine v/v
frequency is sensitive to film thickness. Also, film thickness and groove depth h for the desired reflectivity. Calculating
uniformity is important. Nonuniformity which results in a A, from Eq. (4), choose the array separation to be both a
velocity gradient along a reflector array tends to produce a multiple ofA,/2 and close to a multiple of the generator step
"chirp reflector," degrading reflection magnitude and in- size. The result will be the coincidence of resonance with the
creasing reflection bandwidth. The latter effect contributes reflector center frequency.
to the emergence of spurious longitudinal modes. To obtain (c) Generate reflectors with periodicity A, /2 and groove
maximum uniformity along reflctors, ZnO sputtering is per- width ., /4. In the transducer region, finger centers are posi-
formed so that constant thickness contours tend to be paral- tioned (n/2) A, from the reflector array edge. The transducer
lel to the propaption direction. will have periodicity A, but is subject to any discretization

V. DESM (X}01DEATIOIS FOR A DISPERSIVE error.
V.EG MDIUE M O DSERAs has been mentioned above, the major poriton of the
PROPAG ATION MEDIUM velocity differential between reflector and transducer re-

The velocity perturbation with groove depth must be gions is due to the velocity perturbation caused by grooves in
considered in the design of SAW resonators for a dispersive the ZnO. The desired groove depth ho is dictated by the re-
medium. In order to realize a high-Q, single mode resonator, quired level of reflectivity Po according to po = ahok. Thus,
it is imperative that the resonant frequency coincide with the for a given array reflectivity there results a fractional reflec-
reflector center frequency. 6To accomplish this, the phase tor velocity change given by
shift between reflector array edges must be a multiple of r at
the reflector center frequency. The difference in velocity per- Ve - V (p . (5)
turbation caused by metal strips and grooves modifies the vo 2Pk(5

wavelength between the transducer region and the reflector

array. Consequently, the specification of array separation We note that the influence of the layered medium is con-
and the location of transducer fingers in the resonant cavity tained in the ratio of dispersion to the reflectivity gradient
is dependent upon the manner in whi.:h these features per. DIa. Although this velocity change has been accounted for
turb the velocity of the medium, and hence upon the layered in the design of the resonator pattern, a reproducibility prob-
configuration employed. lem arises when the groove depth realized deviates from the

For resonators built on single crystals and those using design value h. Any deviation in groove depth from h,, re-
metal reflector gratinp in the layered medium, the trans- suits in a detuning of the reflector center frequency from
ducer and reflector elements each decrease the wave velocity resonance. The magnitude of this detuning is proportional to

only slightly so that resonance coincidence with reflector the fractional groove depth error and also to D Ia. Conse-
center is easily reconciled. In these cases, the velocity may quently, those layered media yielding a minimum D Ia value
usually be considered unchanged between regions. With are the ones on which groove resonators are most easily im-
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TABLE 1. Properties of sevenl ZnO/SiOWSi layer configurations.

,.C o fi g ra ti o n V D-M/S) D a -
__ __ _ __ __ _ __ (1/

A h,k kk Si cut

0.11 0.47 (III) 4410 0.0030 0.27 0.48 0.56
0.25 0.02 (III) 4390 0.0032 0.28 0.12 2.3
0.29 0.02 ( 1001 4460 0.0047 0.29 0.17 1.7

plemented. Table I lists the features of several possible con- the beamwidth of the device. Transverse modes can be
figurations, including the figure of merit D Ia. The values of thought of as arising from the propagation of a straight-
a are obtained from measurements of reflectivity versus crested wave at some small angle t to the longitudinal axis.
groove depth (Fig. 6). Since the angle increases for each higher order mode, corre-

From Table I we once again note the desirability of the sponding parallel resonances are observed at successively
* thick SiO 2 sample, providing high reflectivity with disper- higher frequencies. " The overall result is that a large num-

sion essentially identical to the thin SiO 2 case. It is also sig- ber of transverse mode peaks are experimentally observed
nificant to observe that the nearly linear dispersion charac- due to the waveguiding nature of the reflector array. These
teristic associated with thin ZnO films allows a wide range of subsidiary peaks are evident as distortions on the high fre-
post-fabrication trimming (using ion beam etching) of reso- quency side of the fundamental resonance response in the
nant frequency without displaced resonance from the reflec- upper trace of Fig. 10. By analogy with the dielectric wave-
tor center frequency. guide in electromagnetics. there are a limited number of con-

fined modes. Those having a wavevector more oblique than
VI. TRANSVERSE MODES AND IDT APODIZATION some critical angle are leaky. The number of confined mode%

Advantage may be taken of the velocity dispersion with is proportional to the velocity differential across the reflector

ZnO layer thickness by constructing reflective arrays with boundary (v. - v'), which for a given array refleclivily i,

" waveguiding properties. In etching grooves in ZnO layer, the proportional to D Ia..
ZnO outside the beamwidth is simultaneously etched,to the An explicit and fairly accurate determination of the

level of the groove depth as shown in Fig. 9. The uniformly transverse mode resonances can be made by modeling the

etched region at the boundary of the reflector array thus has resonator as a two-dimensional box whose boundaries are

a higher Rayleigh velocity v' than does the array itself, offer- the beamwidth and effective cavity length of the device.

ing greater lateral confinement of the acoustic beam.' One The longitudinal axis lies along a pure mode propaga-

expects decreased diffraction loss as a result. tion direction of the silicon substrate. Deviation from this

Transverse modes arise due to the finite width of the axis results in an approximately parabolic velocity vari-

" device. Each mode represents an eigenfunction satisfying the ation"':

condition that the wave amplitude must go to zero outside L(o) = vo(I - 2), (61

APODIZED TRANSDUCER
DUMMY FINGERS0

ETCHED GROOVE REFLECTOR
1 0 -

V.Xg o

V 1 2 0

30

ALUMINUM v-'i
zno 40-

';;SiO2 50

.1 0 III 1

104 tosS 1092 109.s
FIG. 9. Increased velocity v' alongide the etched groove (ridge) reflector FREOUENCY (MHZ)
array leads to a highly overmoded resonator. A transducer employing
iingem of varying active length is used tocouple preferentially to the funds. FIG. 10. Two-port resonator transmission responses with uniform tran%-

mental transverse mode. The presence of the ground plane necasitates a ducer (top). and using the proposed finger-length apodization cheme Ibot-
modification or the apodization scheme used in single crystal substrates. torn).
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where 0 is a small angular deviation from a pure mode direc- VII. TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING THE LAYERED
tion and 71 related to the propagation anisotropy. The trans- STRUCTURE
verse mode spectrum is heavily dependent on substrate ani- For the majority of applications requiring an extremely
sotropy and is given by (Appendix B) narrow bandpass filter, the stability of the center frequency

must be on the order of the bandwidth. It is imperative,
therefore, that SAW resonators contemplated for such use

if. = f. - f iA(n2 - = , have a resonant frequency stable over time and temperature
8u,, n variation. With regard to aging characteristics, the only ob-

servation to date has been a significant increase in resonant
frequency for devices exposed to the atmosphere. Since this

where wp is the beamwidth of the device in wavelengths and effect is reversed by high temperatures or low pressures, it is
y = 1I - 27) "2 is the anisotropy factor. The value of y is attributed to moisture absorption by the ZnO layer. Aging
0.53 for the (Ill) cut, (211) propagation direction, and 1.1 studies of hermetically sealed devices remain to be per-
for the (100) cut, (010) propagation direction in silicon. The formed.
anisotropy is modified slightly by the presence of the SiO2  The temperature stability of a SAW substrate material
and ZnO layers, the layers tending to make the medium is usually specific in terms of a first-order temperature coeffi-
more isotropic. With a uniform transducer, resonances are cient of phase delay, defined as
observed on the high frequency side of the fundamental at
frequenciesf. for n = 3,5,7,9,... corresponding to the higher I dr 1 dL I dv
order symmetric modes. These modes are clearly evident in = -dT L dT v dT (8)
the upper trace of Fig. 10.

The distortion of ideal amplitude and phase response Note that this quantity is dependent on both changes in di-
characteristics caused by the presence of the transverse mension of the medium in the direction of propagation, L, as
mode resonances is undesirable. In order to couple preferen- well as changes in phase velocity, v, with temperature.2 2 A
tially to the fundamental transverse mode and eliminate ex- SAW resonator displays a first order temperature coefficient
cition of higher-order resonances, it is necessary to apodize of resonant frequency TC. which is the negative of T4,.
the transducers, weighting the coupling across the beam Resonators built on LiNbO3, for example, driit at a rate of 80
path according to the fundamental mode shape."' Tailoring ppm/*C near room temperature. The single crystalline sub-
finger overlap is an effective means of apodization in trans- strate of current practical value yielding the lowest Tc,,
ducers built on single-crystalline substrates, where that por- value is the ST cut of quartz.
lion of each finger which is adjacent to one of opposite polar- Rather than be constrained to using a temperature sta-
ity is effective in coupling to an acoustic wave. The ble substrate, it is possible to obtain a stable structure by
conventional method of weighting, however, is ineffective adding a temperature compensating layer. For example, a
for transducers on a layered medium employing a ground layer having a 7'C, of the opposite sign can be added to the
plane. In the layered medium the piezoelectric thickness is substrate to form a temperature stable composite. The tem-
normally much less than the transducer periodicity, with the perature compensation, dependent on film thickness relative
conductive plane providing capacitive coupling between en- to SAW wavelength, will be effective only within a narrow
tire combs of the transducer. (In fact, Melloch et al. have frequency range. This behavior is not objectionable for reso-
,hown that only one comb is necessary for effective trans- nator use, but may be undesirable for broad-band devices.
duction in the presence of a ground plane.2") Silicon dioxide, unusual in having a negative TC,,, has often

In the layered configuration linger lengths must thus be been used as a compensating layer on piezoelectric sub-
tailored to provide weighting, or alternatively the ground strates such as the YZ cuts of LiNbO3 , and LiTaO,.2 The
plane must he suitably shaped to weight portions of fingers SiO layer is typically sputtered onto these substrates.
lying immediately above. Approximating the fundamental Silicon dioxide is particularly attractive as a compen-
t ransverse mode shape by a cosine function, Fig. 9 shows an sating layer on the silicon substrate because high quality,
apodization scheme designed to couple preferentially to the precisely controlled Si0 2 films can be obtained by thermal
fundamental mode in the layered medium. Dummy fingers growth. Groove resonators were constructed using various
are included which are not electrically connected to either thicknesses of thermal SiO 2 in an attempt to find a tempera-
,i'riial, but serve to equalized tht, velocity perturbation ture compensated ZnO/Si0 2/Si configuration Figure II
across the beam path. The efliact of the dummy fingers on shows the variation found in the first-order temperature co-
device Q has been inconclusive to date. A comparison of two- efficient of frequency (TC) at 23" C for a structure consisting
r)rt rsonator responses between the apodized transducer of a ZnO/SiO,/Si resonator bonded with silver epoxy to a
.ii1d one employing uniform finger lengths is shown in Fig. steel header; the normalized SiO, thickness is hk. Without
It0 iot h resonators were fabricated on the same wafer. Due SiO, TC, = - 25 ppm/ C; TCf increases with SiO, thick-

et increase in hus-bar capacitance. 1K arodized trans- ness reaching zero when hk = 0.47. While predictions have
i..'r exhibits greate'r insertion los.. Apodized transducer been made2" concerning the influence of ZnO thickness and

.0,1plmig may be increased by minimizing bus- bar capaci- grooves in the ZnO layeron TCf we have thus far found such
lance, optimization of acoustic beamwidth, or by inductive factors to have negligible effect. Thus, coupling consider-
tuning. ations alone determine ZnO thickness in the temperature
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- :t< 9U..'----
h hIk =0. 11. In addition, the low ratio of dispersion to reflec-
tivity gradient Dla obtained with the temperature compen-

* sating SiO layer, results in less reflector velocity perturba-
tion for a given reflectivity.

kh VIII. CONCLUSION
Q'01 . .3 C., 04 *.6 . 0.8 0.9 2 We have detailed the manner in which temperature

compensated SAW resonators can be implemented on a
ZnO/SiO2/Si layered medium. As in the case of single-crys--4 tal devices, metal reflector gratings can be used; here the
layered medium offers variability in the contribution from
each reflection mechanism through control of the metal/
ZnO thicknesses. The most efficient reflectors are realized

FIG. I1. First-order tenpeiature codiciet of rsonant frequey vs nor- using etched groove arrays, but these present additional
malized SiO thicknes. For etched-groove resonators on (II I -cut Si at problems due to the velocity dispersion associated with the
23 T. layered medium. However, grooved array design difficulties

can be minimized by choosing a layer configuration (h,k,
compensated configuration. It is expected that the nature of h2k, substrate) displaying a minimum value of D la.
the mounting configuration will affect the temperature char- It has been shown that prominent transverse mode re-
acteristics. sonances arise with normal beamwidths, but the undesirea-

A ZnO/SiO2/Si resonator, mounted on a steel header, ble effects can be suppressed with a novel transducr design.
has been constructed with h k = 0.46. The resulting tent- Finally, the ZnO-on-Si SAW resonator, potentially useful as
perature stability is shown in Fig. 12 and is compared to a fully integrated semiconductor component, is also promis-
uncompensated and overcompensated characteristics. In ing as a tool for further reasearch on layered media.
addition, experimental results for ST quartz are included for
comparison.2 ' ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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again referring to Fig. 2, we see that the temperature com- APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF GROOVE REFLECTOR
pensating SiO 2 thickness causes a more rapid increase in ARRAY VELOCITY
electromechanical coupling with ZnO thickness. C The center frequency of the reflector aray is that which
quently a thinner ZoO layer i norma used; typically results in a r phase shift per reflector period. Due to the

dispersive nature of the layered medium, the groove portion
of each reflector period has a higher Rayleigh velocity than

600 - does the unetched portion; thus the array consists of regions
ofalternating velocity values. By "array velocity," we mean

60 SOto associate a single velocity with the array which would
Soo- result in the same Bran frequency, i.e., v. = 2,A where A

2 is the array periodicity. Letting s be the groove width in each• !" 200' 5 periodic section, the phase shift per period is given by

S of) = 2f + (AI)

400 *hM . 25,55 abl OIwhere v, v, denote Rayleigh velocities in the unetched and

-G0 * hetched portions of the reflector period, respectively. At the• ko~w 20, kh%. 9

-0 • sT. -,, reflector center frequencyf, we have qV( f,) = wand v, = 2f,
-. 0 -5 0 5 0 5 20 2 5 30 35 40 45 0 A, so that the array velocity is given by

* TEMPRATURE PC) A (A)

FIG. 12. Deviation in reonat frequeny from room temperature 123 *CQ + A -S
Svalue vs temperature. U erconpeation, compensation, and ovevotn- -, + -

pemation are eahibited for various values ofnornmlized SiO, thickness and
am compared with repored ST-quartz behavior. From the nearly linear velocity characteristi's of Fig. 7, we
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can write the groove velocity in terms of the unperturbed ~(sv 2 f~-In=234

velocity as U
Vi = U0((hl - h)kh 2k J(B6)

=vohikhk) - a"hkhk) ]hk, (A3) Thus, the transverse mode spectrum is given'by

in which his the groove depth, h, the unetched ZnO thick- Af. =f. - f, =A ( ),with wp = -. (137)

* ness. and Al. the SiO2 thickness. Defining D as

I avo(h~k~h2k) (4
vo 0 8h~k)
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* APPENDIX D

SAW Resonators on Silicon

S. J. Martin, S. Datta, R. L. Gunshor, R. F. Pierret,
M. R. Melloch', and E. J. Staples"

School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907

SAW resonators have been successfully demonstrated II. Device Structure
on the ZnO/SiOS/Si layered medium. Distributed
reflector arrays, central to these devices, can be formed The configuration for the two port SAW resonaW
by modulating the ZnO layer thickness with grooves. on a ZnO/SiO/Si layered medium is shown in Fig I is
The Rayleigh wave reflectivity and velocity perturbation fabricating the devices, both (100) and (Ill) cuts of s.
caused by these grooves are examined along with the con have been used as substrates, with wave propagatim
resulting resonator design considerations. along the <010> and <2T'T> directions, respectivelr

Layer configurations may be formed which support a These pure mode directions result in a decoupling of th1
higher order (Sezawa) propagating mode in addition to transverse mode from the sagittal mode. With the SiO
the lowest order (Rayleigh) mode. Perturbations on the and ZnO layer thicknesses normally employed, only the
surface of such media scatter wave energy between modes lowest order sagittal or Rayleigh-like propagating nvsi
in such a way that distributed mode converting reflectors may he excited by means of an interdigital tranlducer
may be formed. Resonators have been constructed which 111)1').
utilize both propagating modes and offer potential advan-

ttages for improving out-of-band signal rejection. REFLECTOR ARRAY
A theoretical model based on the normal mode /TRANSDUCER

theory of Auld has been developed which allows Rayleigh
wave reflectivity and mode conversion magnitudes to be
calculated. Theoretical results compare favorably with

".. experimental values, particularly for scattering from 0
Sezawa to Rayleigh modes. hZn0

I, Introduction

This paper describes recent developments in surface

acoutic wave (SAW) resonators fabricated on a
7Z.O/Si() 2/Si layered medium. Adaptation of SAW reo- --ALUMINUM
nator technology to silicon has paralleled the prior reso-
nator development on piezoelectric single-crystalline Fig. 1. SAW two-port resonator using piezolhctric Zn()
materials such as quartz and lithium niobate [1-21. Ini- layer on thermally oxidized Si substrate.
tially metal strip reflectors were used 131; subsequently
etched grooves were found to produce the most efficient The If" sputtered piezoelectric ZnO layer p'rtits
distributed reflectors 1.11. Use of etched grooves in the trnnsdction between electrical and acoustic enurgiv n
dispersive layered medium, however, gives rise to a first- thw iimo-pizoelectric Si/si() 2 substrate. The 7ti() thick.
order velocity perturbation. This velocity perturbation nes who,;, normalized value is denoted by hl1k, is O,hn
leads to unique resonator design considerations. Also in to yield a moderate value of clectromechanic:l ''ihtg;
contrast to devices constrocted on single crystals, resona- typically Av/v=0.003 (.). The thermally grosn SiO2
tors constructed on the layered medium may utilize a layer provides control of the temperature chara't,,ristics
higher order propagating mode. of resonant frequency. 1By proper choice of Si). 2 thick-

The motivation for using silicon as a substrate lies in
the possibility of incorporating the SAW resonator in Present address: Central Research Labs, i'exa-s Is ir -
monolithic integrated circuits. Envisioned applications ments, )allas, TX 75265.
include frequency control of on-chip oscillators, digital ** Present address: Microelectronics Research and
PC'M regenerators, pressure and acceleration sensors, etc. Development Center, Rockwell International, Thousand

4/ Oaks, (A 01360.
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ness, whose normalized value is denoted h2k, temperature grooves causes an increase in phase velocity and conse-
stability on the order of ST-quartz may be achieved. The quently an increase in the Bragg frequency. By measur-
aluminum ground plane between the SiO2 and ZnO ing the phase shift between acoustic signals transmitted
layers, having 0.1 pm nominal thickness, serves to through an unperturbed track and one containing 200
enhance Av/v and also tends to decouple mobile charge grooves, the velocity perturbation caused by etched
carriers in the substrate from electric fields in the ZnO. grooves was measured. As indicated by the experimental
The planar features on top of the ZnO include IDT's points in Fig. 3, a linear increase in array velocity with
positioned inside a resonant cavity formed by two etched groove depth is observed.
groove reflector arrays. The grooves in the top of the
ZnO layer are formed by ion beam etching. 00o

IM. Reflector Array Characteristics 0.0

. The periodic modulation of ZnO thickness by etched o06-

.* grooves causes reflection of an incident Rayleigh wave at
the Bragg wavelength. The reflection magnitude of each 0
groove depends on groove depth and also on the wave 004 / /
distribution in the surface-normal direction of the layered
medium. 0 -e

0-A series of measurements have been made to deter- € -
mine the magnitude of reflection of a Rayleigh wave due 0 o
to a groove in the ZnO layer. By noting the stop-band 000 0102 0

- depth for an acoustic signal transmitted through an array 000 02 0o7 o o 07 o 6 too
of grooves, the reflection magnitude per groove was deter- hk
mined (61. As seen from the experimental points in Fig. Fig. 3. Perturbation in groove reflector array phase velo-
2, Rayleigh wave reflectivity increases linearly with nor- city vs. normalized groove depth in the ZnO layer.
malized groove depth, denoted by hk. Reflection magni-
tude is also seen to depend substantially on the layer
configuration (h1k, h2k, and substrate orientation) which Assuming a linear velocity change over small ranges'€ determines the acoustic wave distribution.Asuigainrveotyhneoers llagse t tsof ZnO thickness, and neglecting energy storage at groove

edges, the array velocity, v., is expected to depend on
o ..... .. groove depth as

a ,/ o-- * v. = v(I + rDhk) (1)o

vhere v. is the unperturbed Rayleigh velocity, r is the
, ratio of groove width to reflector periodicity, h is the

S• ,groove depth, k is the Rayleigh wavenumber, and D is
i 0 .8 & the fractional rate of decrease in Rayleigh wave velocity

0- with normalized ZnO thickness (the "dispersion") defined
by:0.4 a I. % ,h b,6 IliC

a= -c &v(hjk,h2k)
,,. c ot o 04 00 .D(hik,h 2k) = ! (htk) (2),0 .o v0o-_ - , 8htk)

Calculating the velocity in the array in this manner yields
Fig. 2. Itayleigh-wave refleetivity per groove vs. normal- the dashed line in Fig. 3.
ized gr,ve depth for grooves in the ZnO layer of several
layer cnlfigarstions.

IV. Design Considerations Due to Velocity Dispersion

The reflection of Rayleigh waves from grooves in sin- The velocity perturbation caused by grooves must be
gle material substrates has been treated by Datta and considered when designing SAW resonators for a disper-

: Hunsinger [71 using the normal mode theory of Auld [8[. sive medium. In order to obtain a high-Q, single mode. The same mrthod was exended to the layered resonator, it is imperative that the resonant frequency
ZnO/SiO 2/Si medium with the results indicated by solid coincide with the reflector center frequency. With groove
hoes in Fig. 2. The details of this calculation will be resonators in-the layered medium, the first-order increase

. published shortly. in reflector array velocity (due to grooves), combined with
Due to the dispersive nature of the layered medium, a Av/v velocity reduction in rthe transducer region, pro-

modulation of the ZnO thickness by reflector array duces a sizeable velocity differential between regions.
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Unless a corresponding variation is made in the reflector ..,, ,,
and inter-array periodicities, the phase shift between 0 S a 46
arrays will not result in resonance at the reflector center - .....
frequency. The cited velocity differential gives rise to the IJ
following relationship between inter-array wavelength Xi, ,e'
and the reflector array wavelength X.:

Av .10 I ~~~W.h p., DIOi. mW..& . ~~.

X. 1 + r2Dhk (3)

where f is the fraction of the array separation region I*C 04

occupied by transducdrs, r, is the fraction of the trans- - -

ducer period occupied by metallic fingers, while r2 is the
fraction of each reflector array period occupied by ,
grooves. Determining D and Av/v for the layer

*' - configuration to be employed, one can adjust inter-array -1 w..& ,.. D... I W-
and reflector periodicities according to Eq. 3. When the -,.
reflector periodicity is a multiple of X,/2 and the reflector
separation is a multiple of )Xi/2, then resonance will occur

exhibit a single resonance mode. Device Q-values are ,
* typically in the range of 3,000 to 12,000 for resonant fre-

quencie near 100 MHz, decreasing as l/f at higher fre- ,
quencies.

V. Ageing Characteristics I w.,. p. I.n..

Recently a month long pre-ageing study of
ZnO/SiO2/Si resonators fabricated in our laboratory was Fig. 4. Ageing characteristics or several herntically
conducted at Rockwell International [91. Several devices packaged ZnO/SiO2/Si SAW resonators.
were attached to dual in-line headers using gold wire
bonds to strap down the substrate. This method of
mounting eliminates age-inducing stresses which might second order "Sezawa" mode will propagate when hmk >
arise if the substrates were bonded to headers. After 0.8 1101. The Sezawa mode is characterized by a higher
bonding to the device, a 24 hour vacuum bakeout at 125 °  phase velocity and Av/v than is the Rayleigh mode.
C was performed. Steel lids were then welded under Melloch et al 1111 demonstrated that when a pro-
vacuum onto the package bases to hermetically seal the pagating mode of one type is incident on an array of

. devices grooves or metal strips having the proper periodicity,
Ageing tests of five devices were performed by moni- energy can be coherently scattered into the other pro-

tWring the impedance at each transducer port. Two pagating mode. One periodic section of a mode conver-
traces per plot are shown in Fig. 4 representing the sion reflector is illustrated in Fig. 5. The fundamental
change in resonant frequency for each resonator port. coherent reflection between Rayleigh and Sezawa modes
The devices were maintained at 85° C for the duration of occurs when
the test. All of the devices exhibit a rapid increase in fre-
quency of from 15 to 60 ppm over the first 24 hours. The ka + ks = 2w (4)
cause of this initial jump in frequency is unknown. The d
subsequent gradual decline in resonant frequency for
some devices is characteristic of a failure to achieve a her- where kR and ks are the Rayleigh and Sezawa
metic seal in device packaging. Two of the devices, bow- wavenumbers (positive irrespective of direction), and d is
ever, display promising ageing characteristics, drifting lea the array periodicity.
than 10 ppm during the subsequent ageing period. Measurements have been made to determine the

scattering magnitude between an incident Sezsawa wave
D s g o geand backward Rayleigh wave due to a groove in the ZnO

VI. Devices Utiling Two Propagating Modes. layer. Using the procedure described previously (for
determining Rayleigh reflectivities), the Sezawa-to-

In a layered ZnO/SiO,/Si medium for which h1k is Rayleigh scattering magnitude, denoted 10, can be
sufficiently large, it is possible to propagate a second deduced from the stop band depth accompanying Sezawa

order sagittal mode in addition to the fundamental Ray- wave transmission through a mode converting array. As
leigh mode. Using a (100)-cut Si substrate, with wave each mode has a unique wave distribution, the meaning
propagation in the <010> direction, for example, this of an amplitude reflection coefficient is unclear. Conse-

oa



In a layered acoustic medium which supports two
- d/4 -t- d/2 -- d/4 - propagating modes, reflection between modes of the same

type remains possible when the usual Bragg condition is
Zito satisfied. However, the ability to convert between nodes

* z~oupon re.flection affords potential advantages in remnstor
performance, particularly with regard to improving out-
of-band signal rejection.

I '-- MODE A resonant cavity may be formed between two
*. mode-converting reflector arrays. A Rayleigh wave

traversing the resonant cavity in one direction will be
reflected as a Sezawa wave at the same frequency, pro-

MODF 2 vided Eq. 4 is satisfied. After traversing the cavity in the
opposite direction as a Sezawa wave, it will be re-
reflected as a Rayleigh wave. A resonance condition is

Fig. S. One periodic section of a mode-converting satisfied whenever the round trip phase shift is a multiple

reflector array. of 2N.
In one version of the mode conversion resonator, one

transducer having periodicity )I is placed in the resonant
quently, we define: cavity to couple optimally to the resonant standing Ray-

leigh wave, while a second transducer having periodicity
\s is placed to couple optimally to the standing Sezawa
wave. Outside of the mode conversion bandwidth of the

PSRI S 5 reflector array the difference in transducer periodicities
reduces the acoustic transmission level between ports,
thereby increasing the rejection level of the device.

power and Pit- is the time- averaged reflected Rayeigh The frequency response of a mode conversion resona-
wave power. The normal mode theory has been extended tor is shown in Fig. 7. The device Q is approximately
to calculate mode onver ion reflectivity. The result, 3,000, indicating that mode conversion reflectors operate
todicallate msod conerin rig.,iseflet. The r , efficiently without excessive losses to spurious modes. In
indicated by a solid line in Fig. 6, is seen to agree very fact, the device Q is thought to be limited primarily by
well with experimental measurements. propagation loss occurring in the 6.5 pm ZnO film. Out-

of-band signal rejection could be enhanced, we feel, by
apodizing transducers so that each couples only to its

2.0 - designated mode.

1.0

1.4 0s " 0
= i4p 30 -

o
1.2 40

* '1.0 s

°'° i s

.0

o0 awImin.a 140 144 143 152 1s
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0 " Fig. 7. Frequency response of a mode conversion resona-
200 466 00 000 1060 1100 1400 100 tor; )XRIO.JJm, Xs= 35.0 pm, d=12.7 pm.

GROOVE DEPTH, b (A)

Fig. 6. Magnitude of Sezawa-to-Rayleigh mode scatter-
*is vs. groove depth in the ZnO layer.
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SURFACE WAVE RESONATORS ON SILICON

S. J. Martin, R. L. Gunshor, T. J. Miller, S. Datta, R. F. Pierret
school or E lectrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 17007

and

M. R. Melloch
Central Research ILabs, Texas instruments Inc., Dallas, TX 7.520.;

INTRODIUc'lON untunied resonant insertion loss or tJ dl. Ani attractive-
*Over the past fcw years a development effort has been feature results from the fact that the thermal ex panst('n

undertaken to adapt the surface acoustic wave (SAW) reso- coefficient of Si02 is opposite in sign to that or s ial fito;

*nator to a silicon based configuration. The motivation for it is possible to use the thermal oxide layer to tempra~ture
using silicon as- thle substrate lies in the possibility of incor- compensate the layered acoustic mediuim. The ternper;itir..
porating SAW resonators in monolithic integrated circuits. stabitity of 'nO-on-si SAW rcsonators has heeni shown I., I
The ZnO-''n-Si two port resonator configuration, shown in comp~arable to those falbricat('( on s'r quartz when the SiO.,

Fig.I, tilzesa thermally oxidized silicon substrate on thickness is properly (.hoS(.11. '11o roMlI,:nent theturir-
which a piezoelectric ZnO layer is deposited to permit stir- ture stability, a preliminary ageing study of hevrmetically

*face wave iexcitation. Surface features include aluminum packaged resonator., has indicated that ageing rate-% of 1-.1
i nterdigital transducers as well as distributed reflector arrays than 5 ppm per month are obtainabtle.
which are formned from grooves ion beam etched in thle 'nO In this paper we will discuss two topic% new in iii,'
layer. An alitminumn tnderlayer is deposited prior to 'nO ZnO-on-Si resonator development:
sputtering. This underlayer serves to enhance the elec- 1) The use of SAW resonators to determine thle etlect of a
tromechanical coupling, in addition to isolating charge car- laser anneal on layered meiuim propagation loss.

* riers in the semiconductor substrate from electric fields ori- 2) A coiiceptually new device, called the mode convvrsiiin
*ginating in the 'nO layer. resonator, which uitilizes two propagating normal imuoules ofr

Two port SAW resonators fabricated on silicon have the layered medium in ordler to gain enhanced out-of-hand
achieved Q-values of 12,000 at 100 Mlz. Reflector arrays, signal rejection.
formed by modulating the ZnO layer thickness with etched
grooves, have been characterized by a linear change in LASER ANNEALING OF THE L.AYEHIWI MIDIVI:
reflectivity andl wave velocity with groove depth'. Rejection A fuindamental limitation on the 9-valuie achievable byv
levels of 30 dB have been obtained in devices with an a SAW resonator is set by the S117!34ce wave propagatioin los

In the ZnO-Si02 -Si layered medium, propagation los;s is
believed to dominate in the polycrystalline Zn() layer as vvi-

RIDGE REFLECTORS denced by an increase in attenuation with iZnO thickness. A
correlation has been found between the density oif defects in
the sputtered ZoO film and the propagation loss observeV(1.
These dlefects, while much smaller than an arou.t ic
wav length, appl)arenitly act as layavligu wave scaftriuig

ALoptical waveginue, Ifickerneht has -,uggs.dta otia r
paygsiongls a% dn ayer byi an es licu '"sutr rat* Ilsf an1

Qii> lop. Si0 2 interface. It was conjectured that them-' inturtuc,.

deposition, may also contribute significantly to siurrac %%a\4,
Fig. I. -SAW two-port resoator configuration tusing a attenuation. Attempts were made to redhuce defects inill

piez~oelectric ZnO layer on a thermally oxidized Si ZOfl hog unc neln ramnsAtces
substatein tensile stress, as; well as increased crystallographic ordering

4'



-eeli4 .irfatr fome duin th annel. Te acu 1

niea t ex cessiv e p~ower leve~ls inight have been antici- 12 s

siict* II ick ernell h ats reporhed bul k recrystalIifl ion and
mumc r' '-fractire format ii i in 7.nO flm s subjected it furnacet .

;mmimo;wm ait tenmperatures between 5O0)-700' C. R.0
Ai the optimumi laser annealing power density, theF

d i-crea:se ilm acoustic propagation loss is less dramatic than g WRS
t hat observed for optical prepagation loss by lDutta el al. It I

* sii emiject urcvl tha;t optical waveguidimig, which relies on P7 1
r~et~o n at the upper and lower ZnO surfaces to confine I*

light energy, mmay he more sensitive to defects at the 7,nO- X
stin mterface than is SAW p)ropaga Lion. SAW devices 3 8

(i e: mgat higher frequenvcs :in() having a greater propor-
iion of acoustic energy in the vicinity of the ZnO-SiO2 inter- 5
fave miay be more sensitive to in terface defects. Such devices
may benefit more from a laser anneal than those tested.4

* Alf,.riativcely, propagation loss may not be the dominant 3
source (if loss in Elhe resonant cavity. If other sources doni-

* inwste losses, the improvement in propagation characteristics 2

would not he fully reflected in thc Q-value increase. k

*The second new leviloprnent in mnO-on-Si resonators 0 1 2 3 4 -2 i
a Iich we address here is thie operation of the niode conver- d
svin re-sonator. Thme dlevices discussed previously are conm- k (x 10r' m')
si rioft d in a lay (red i ed in ohav ing a Zn() layer which is Fg . Dseso iga lutaigRyeg n
iii vle ais thin as pirssilile iii order to minimize surface wia4viprsoeiga ilsrtn Ryeg n

Sezawa mode propagation characteristics in a lay-
:iitenmiition. Consequently, only the lowest order -sagittal ered medium consisting of 0.5 pmi ZnO on 1.0 pmn
moode (ft- eRayleigh mode) will propagate, as is the ciwe at SO n(0 u,<1>pipgtn i
11h4. surfare (if a semi-infinite homogeneous medium. When SO n(0)ct 00-rpgtn i

* flit- ZO laver is mnade sufficiently thick in relation to acous-
ie wamveleng t, it is possible to excite a second order sagittal wv ttesm rqecpoie q sstsid
mode or Sezawa mode.

InFi. te old ins idctthdsproncrc- After traversing the resonant cavity in the opposite direction

* I ins ~t fr Rfay leigh an(I Sezawa modes propagating in a as a Sezawa wave, it will be re-reflectcd as a Rayleigh wave.
f~r~':nildirctin i a ayeed edim (esine~ tosuport A resonance condition is satisfied whenever the round trip

lot I mooiles. By using a periodic array of metal strips or phase shift is a multiple of -)r, i.e.,

-A-mw- it is pokssible to couple thiese forward modes into
tbackwaird miode-s (indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 4) at ~kR + kJe 2nmr (2)

points where the# forward and backward branches intersect. whr lfistefecveaiylnghoEiedieadi s
l'hi ilispersuon cha~racteristics indicate the possibility of con- ee'eti h fetv aiylnt ftedvc n ii

OIrtiot mg a nili-le-convertimig rieflector array. At wRS an the longiltid~inal mode index. The transducers forming input
- rniliil faveighmimde I s coeretly cateredint a indI out puit po(rts are designed to couple energy into the

Iluwd'-l Ra~eziwa ode It + and coiciycattered ithea resoinant cavity in one propagating mode and out of the cay-
1a semi i ihrs f I- ay loeig amS , ad tireavesa h her ity from lte other. As indicated in Fig. 5, one t ransdumicer

I- I uuwijl:ut in t is ri-lb-cmion bl,~twmi-i minodus must satisfy the having periodicity X1 is positioned ito couple oplitaii~llv to lte

-- ri~im iiiRayleigh wave, while a second transducer, having periodicity
X,., is place-d to couple optimally to the Sezawa wave. The,

2w__ difference in transducer periodicitics ensures a significant
kit + ksv il( reduction in direct acoustic coupling between transducers,

fi hc %Ei-ioecneriirfetrproiiy thereby imreasing the rejection level of the resonator. In
-s-ati cvil ivybe ored e eri todicoty.- designing transducers to couple to each mode, it is necesary

iii hic tiis te mde i'tmi'riuii rifletorto have appreciable electromechanical coupling to both
#vvii., ii feco tarri iays Ae fiRmayeig ewae twoerin nthe

rionsrin av in oedreto-ilerflecter aras afayleigh modes with a given ZnO thickness. This condition is best
- reoimmitcavty n on diecton illbe rfletedas Seawa achieved by placing transducers at the ZnO-SiO. interface,
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were ribsemvid in films annealed at 400W C. Hoiwever, no arnd 0.7'' pim ZnO lae.Te3pmn SiO2 lInver proides
change was obtained in either optical or acoustic propagation sufficienit electrical isolation of the substrate frontr tire '/nr
lo~ss. electric fields so that an aluminum uriderlayer is trot requirid

()n the other hand, annealing miethrods which provide foir this prirpose. In addition to eliminating trani'd Ucer losses
localized heating at the ZnO-SO., interface at a level which fromt the cavity, placing thc transducers outsidle thre resornnt
reduces defects were round to be successful in decreasing opt- cavity enables one to eliminate alumninum, from the region toi

*ical prropargation loss. fly exposing thle qubstrate side of be scanned. (Aluminum has proven detrimental in high tei-
7nO-on-Si optical waveguides to the radiant energy of a strip perature steps, di"~ ng into the ZnO layer and inereasing

* heater, in a proesm called "rapid isothermal arinvaing," Hick- the bulk conductivity.) By minimizing all source% Of loss,
ernell was; able to reduce optical propagation loss bly a factor these externally coupled resoirators exhibited Q nuvs oif up

4'r wof.to 1.1,000 at 100 MIN,.

\irIt etrwiv i v* eans 'if prrovid ing localized heating was A CO, laser was4 used to scan tire surface (if rat h exter-
lt list- laser illruminatio~n in thre infra-red regiomn of the spec- irally coupled resonator. A scanning apparatus containing an
trirm. At a laser wavelength of 10.6 pill Zn() and~ S'i are %Y-translator was constructed to enable thre staitionary larser
ne-ar ly t ranrsparen t, while ftre SiO., layer absorbs strongly. beain to raster-scan the surface of the device :it a rate of I
AS shorwn by tile Ilse'r ahsorrptiorn profile in lFig. 2, front side cm/sec. rhe scanner was capable (rf accoxuodarting tile dev-

IH ilumnatin o th layredmedim povies lcalzed ice mounting case so that center frequency fc and Q coul~d be
heatingK at the ZnO-SiO. interface, precisely at the location measured immediately before and after the laser scan at (-.elh

*where the defect density is believed highest. Dutta et al.5 power level. Placing the device 39 cm behind thre lenS (hlal-
fiound that by laser scanning optical waveguides at power ig a focal length of 40 cm) produced a spot size with a
rensities of approximately 2 x 105 W/CM 2 at a scan rate of I dliameter calculated to be 0.125 mm.
VIII/se, one could achieve a reduction in optical propagation rhe. variation in resonant frequency andl Q -' lne found
lross of one to two orders of miagnitude. after the laser anneal of a single device ut successively higher

laser powier densities is shown in Fig;. 3. W,- note a V'7 nitax-
imum increase in Q-value after annealing at a laser power

'4 .l1l.,,,..*.*iLim,

Zni rol112.246 0

112.240 ~ 0 97

112.23f.0.9r,

- I ii12.2301r 0 . - r94[His- ..... 4-- r2 16 To, 24

Fi. .Abortonpofleo te iietClar Fig. 3. Variation in resonant frequency arid ( -valiie after

e-nergy inteZnO-SiO.,-i layered mi. ruin. lsranligaSingle eslerrarry coimje1 resona-
tor at successiviely higher power densities.De'fects at the ZriO-SiO, interface are reduced by

thle localized heating.

Ilii htit Ii te rapidl isr hrerrnria airnieal ing expr-rimreunt and rdensi ty if 9 X 104~ W/ctn2. Thnis prower leveil is .12 of tfhir-
fhre laser a ii ir~aingx eperimient out linied above, iexpenimen ts value rrprorted for r pt iriu m opt icalI loss reduitiit i. As oru
in whirch significant reductiriis in optical prorpagation loss devices wisd a greater thickne-s~ of SiO., (3 pml is oppom~se~d to
we-re fid iii t- i'rx erintenfr ers id no iit ulet rmtine thle effect I l int), a greater efficien cy is expected for lor-aied heating.
*-n :rcistie propagation liss. It was our intention to use Thus the slight improvement in 9-value is arttributed to a
rrsorators. fabricated on the- ZnO-SrO.,-Si layered medium Ms decrease in surface wave propagation loss throurgh a rerthie-
.a siensitive' mean-. tO detect charrge' rr Acoustic loss caused tion in interface defects. At higher laser power dilsties we
by thre laser anneal. The rrstonatr eumploryed in the experi- note a riilloff in 9-value and a marke-d increase in resonant
mient were faubricated on (I1l) '4, sing a 3 pm Si0 2 layer frequencY. Microscopic examinati, of the devici- surface

V



two prototype mode conversion resonators are shown in Fig.
6 and ':,. 7. The device whose characteristics are shown in

MOh; ( ON VEIITIN I:II.I ' )iLTR Fig. 6 ex hi ijts two resonances. The large separat ion between

r-....._ . -- -- _ . -mode converting arrays (5 2\ R  or 20Xs), al,,ig with the

]detuning of res;onanice fromi the mnode-cunveroion center fre-7 Fi] jl ~ ~ fl fl queticy, causes Eq. 2 to be satisfied twice within the mode
% .. ~ci|nvursio| bandwidth of the arrays. The out-of-hand arcls-

a '  , !i1 ,x. "" tic coupling level is seen to fall 'off more rapidly than that
_j ! cakulated for transducers tuned to the same propagating

L L L mode. Employing a smaller separation between mode-

-* converting arrays (32XR or 18.s), the device whose charac-

I I teristics are shown in Fig. 7 exhibits a single resonance peak.
UtAYICIt(1II IDT SIZAWA II)T Due to the smaller number of transducer fingers, however,

I the rolloff in out-of-band acoustic coupling between transduc-
IAY II OII ...... ers is less dramatic in this case.
.... I M 1 Mode conversion resonator Q-values ranging from 2300

O~.I to 3000 have been obtained, indicating that power conversion
..S:ZAWA MODE efficiency between Rayleigh and Sezawa modes can exceed

90% with a 400-period array. In fact, device Q is thought to
V ig. I. Schematic of SAW mode conversion resonator, be limited primarily by propagation loss occurring in the 6.5

Input and outpt-t ports are tuned to different pro- pm-thick ZnO film.
pagating modes, with distributed arrays

coherently scattering between modes.
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(100)-ut <010>-propagating Si, the following values of
elelroenvchaniral coupling were calculated: AR = 0.016, As

-0.02 1.
In order to use a single masking step to simultaneously

define IIT's and mode conversion reflector arrays, the array 0

grfowsov were etched to a deptlh of 0.1 pm in the SiO2 layer 40[

*prior .o the deposition of ZnO. 'fue freque 6 cy reponses for V
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' O z:l; , ! t  Fig. 7. Frequency response of a two-port mode conver-
. Ap j; ',ision resonator exhibiting a single resonanc.e peak.
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APPENDIX F
Surface acoustic wave mode conversion resonator

S. J. Martin, R. L. Gunshor, M. R. Melloch,"' S. Datta, and R. F. Pierret
School of Electrical Engineering. Purdue University. West Lafayette. Indiana 47907

(Received 13 December 1982; accepted for publication 16 May 1983)

It is well known that a ZnO-on-Si structure supports two distinct surface waves, called the
Rayleigh and the Sezawa modes, if the ZnO layer is sufficiently thick. Herein we report a unique
surface wave resonator that operates by efficiently converting between the two modes at the
resonant frequency. The mode conversion resonator promises enhanced out-of-band signal
rejection since input and output coupling is effected through different modes.

PACS numbers: 43.35.Pt, 43.88.Fx

In this letter we describe a conceptually new surface coherent scattering from a forward mode of one type into a
acoustic wave resonator in the ZnO-on-Si device configura- backward mode of the other type. We previously demon-
tion which employs mode conversion instead of simple re- strated this type of scattering between an incident Sezawa
flection"' to form a high Q resonant cavity. The conversion mode S+ and a backward Rayleigh model R - by an array of
occurs between two propagating modes which are coupled metal strips or grooves in the ZnO layer.4' From Fig. I it is
through distributed mode-converting arrays. The proposed apparent that at the same frequency an incident Rayleigh

, device offers potential advantages for improving out-of- wave R.+ is scattered into a backward Sezawa wave S_.
. band signal rejection in narrow band filters and resonators. Thus, a mode-converting reflector is formed by an array of

Of particular interest is the high efficiency of mode conver- periodicity d satisfying the relation
sion revealed by the experimental Q values exhibited by the kR + k5 = 2rd, (!)
device.

The layered acoustic medium formed by depositing a at a fixed frequency, where k, and k. are the wave numbers

low velocity layer on a higher velocity substrate supports of the Rayleigh and Sezawa modes participating in the con-

propagating surface acoustic modes in a manner analogous version, respectively.

to the electromagnetic dielectric waveguide. The acoustic In the surface wave resonator reported herein, a reso-

surface modes ofinterest areelliptically polarized with parti- 14,
cle displacement confined to the sagittal plane and with am.
plitude decaying into the substrate in a manner similar to 13 S.\ S+

Rayleigh waves in a semi-infinite single material. The modes
under consideration can be excited by means of an interdigi- 12 "w ss
tal transducer placed either on top of the ZnO layer or
between this layer and the SiO 2-Si substrate.3 1 /

The propagation characteristics for a particular layered 10 R.\\ R+

configuration supporting two surface modes are shown in
* the dispersion diagram of Fig. 1. The lowest order sagittal 9 -W's

mode, also called the Rayleigh mode, has no cutoff wave- __ /
length. The second order sagittal mode, called the Sezawa a,
mode, propagates when the wave number exceeds some criti- 0 -RR

cal value. The dashed lines in Fig. I indicate the dispersion ./ \
curves for backward Rayleigh and Sezawa modes which 3 B
may be coupled to forward modes by an array of periodicity
d. At intersection points wave energy and momentum are I
conserved, allowing forward waves to be converted into 4
backward waves. Thus, several surface wave scattering
events may occur at a periodic perturbation of such a bimo- s \
dal layered acomic medium. At wOnn an incident Rayleigh
waveR will be reflected as a backward Rayleigh waveR 2, /

Jb while at w an incident Sezawa waveS, will be reflected as I
a backward Sezawa wave S . Conventional surface wave k kR

" reonators are designed to resonate at w, ur wvs, reflecting 0V2 3 4 2

either Rayleigh or Sezawa waves between distributed reflec- 0 1 2
-- d

tor arrays. k (x 106 m-' )

At wias either of two events may occur, involving the
FIG I. Dispersion diagram illustrating Rayleigh and Se.awa inode propa-
gaiton characteristics in a layered surface wave medium coIwv'ling of 6.5

Irvwnt addreaa Cenral Reeiarch Labs, Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, /um ZnO on 10/im SiO, on (1001-cut, (010)-propagating St. Dashed lines
SI X 75265 indicate backward wave characteristics.
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FIG. 3. Frequency response ofa two-port mode conversion res)nator. The
I-1(, 2. Schematic of SAW mode conversitm restmator. Input and output calculated direct coupling level between transducers tuned to a single prop-
p. ar tied to differetI propagating modes with distrihteld arrays co- mplini; mode is indicated by the dashed curve.

l.iiIV altering heWWrl. iIIjKlC% gin

values of coupling cited. In order to achieve a similar level of

* ant cavity is formed between two mode-converting reflec- transducer static capacitance as well as radiation conduc-

[or arrays, as shown in Fig. 2. A Rayleigh wave traversing tance, the number of finger pairs in the Rayleigh wave trans-

" rthe rc%4)niilt cavity il one direction will g reflected as a ducer is 1.6 times that of the Sezawa wave transducer.

S-zawa wave as detailed previously. After traversing the In fabricating the mode-conversion resonato. alumi-

* cavity in the opposite direction as a Sezawa wave, it will be num transducers and mode-converting reflector grooves

re-reflected as a Rayleigh wave as indicated by the loop in were defined on the SiO2 layer in a single masking step. The

, Fig. 2. Wave energy is thus confined by alternately employ- grooves in the SiO2 layer were ion-beam etched to a depth of

ing the scattering events at waRs rather than at woR orwsv. A approximately 0.1 /Am. In addition to modulating SiO,

resonance condition is satisfied whenever the roundtrip thickness, the periodic grooves caused a corresponding topo-

phase shift--one way as a Rayleigh wave, one way as a logical variation on the surface of the subsequently deposited

" Sezawa wave-is a multiple of 21r. This resonant condition ZnO layer. This represents a departure from the previous

may be expressed as practice of forming grooves on the top surface of the SAW
1k, + kjLe,, = 2nir, (2) propagation medium.Y The net result of each period of this

stacked perturbation is to scatter roughly 2% of the incident
where n is the resonant longitudinal mode index and Lf the mode energy into a backward mode of the alternate type. At
effective cavity length of the resonator. Since bidirectional a frequency of 147 MHz a Rayleigh wave with A, = 19.6
transducers are used, another loop having the opposite sense pm is coupled to a Sezawa wave with As = 34.9 pm by an
is excited; together these loops form simultaneous Rayleigh array having periodicity d = 12.9 pm.
and Sezawa standing waves. The frequency responses for two prototype mode con-

The transducers forming input and output ports are de- version resonators are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The device
- signed to couple energy into the resonant cavity in one prop- whose characteristics are shown in Fig. 3 exhibits two reson-
, agating mode and out of the cavity from the other. One ances. While a single resonance peak was desired, the large

transducer having periodicity At is positioned to couple op- separation between mode converting arrays (5 2 A x or 29A,),
timally to the standing Rayleigh wave, while a second trans- along with the detuning of resonance' from the mode-con-
ducer, having periodicity A, is placed to couple optimally to version center frequency, causes Eq. (2) to be satisfied twice
the standing Sezawa wave. The difference in transducer per- within the mode-conversion bandwidth of the arrays. The
iodicities ensures a significant reduction in direct acoustic mode conversion bandwidth is approximately 1.3 MHz.
coupling between transducers, thereby increasing the rejec- From the frequency separation of 0.64 MHz between reson-
tion level of the resonator. ances, we obtain an estimate of the effective cavity length:

In designing transducers to couple to each mode, it is L4e = 148A, or 83 As. We note that conventional resona-
necessary to have appreciable electromechanical coupling to tors utilizing a single propagating mode may also exhibit
both modes with a given ZnO thickness. Employing trans- multiple cavity modes. Each resonant cavity mode is com-
ducers on top of the ZnO yields high electromechanical cou- prised of contrapropagating Rayleigh and Sezawa modes,
pling It) the Sezawa mode A,, but negligible coupling to the which together satisfy the periodic boundary conditions im-
Rayleigh mode dR. Transducers placed at the ZnO/SiO2  posed at each end of the cavity by the mode-converting ar-
interface, however, provide A, = 0.024 and At = 0.016 rays. The nonresonant acoustic coupling level is seen to fall
with a ZnO thickness of 6.5pm and SiO 2 thickness of 1.0/m off rapidly away from resonance when compared with the
on a 1100)-cut, (010)-propagating Si substrate. A metal direct coupling level calculated for transducers tuned to a
shorting plane is deposited on top of the ZnO to yield the single propagating mode.
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and propagating modes. The uniform transducers employed
30- in the devices shown yield moderately high cross-coupling

levels due to the sidelobes in the response characteristic.
a 40 Device Q values ranged from 2300 to 3000, indicating

so that power conversion efficiency between Rayleigh and
0 Sezawa modes can exceed 90% with a 400 period array. In

Z go fact, device Q is thought to be limited primarily by propaga-
~ 70tion loss occurring in the 6.5-pum-thick ZnO film.

The authors would like to thank G. MaGee and S. Phil-
.0 lips, of the Naval Avionics Center for help in making photo-

masks. This work was sponsored jointly by the National

%60 Science Foundation MRL program under grant 8020249
£4%4 4 and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under

FREZQUENCY (MHz) grant AF8 102 14.

FIG. 4. Frequency response of a two-port mode conversion resonator exhi-
biting a single resonance peak.
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UNIAXIALLY STRAINED ZnO/SiO 2 /Si APPENDTX G

SAW RESONATORS

Indexing terms Uhrasonics. Surface-acoustic-wae devices,
Re___m__ors (i) excellent mechanical properties, including high yield
ustrength and low fatigue rate for highly polished, low defect

ZnO/SOim/Si layered medium have been cantilever-mounted, density samples'
By deflecting the free end of the substrate, uniaxial biasing (ii) IC compatability, permitting integration of electronics
%trains are induced in the SAW resonator. The effect of these along with sensing elements
static strains on resonant frequency and SAW phase velocity
is assessed. (iii) the availability of preferential etches, delineated by doping

characteristics, permitting the formation of thin membranes
, rhe propagation of surface-acoustic waves ISAW) in a and intricate geometries'
' ,strained medium of such materials as quart., lithium niobate
* or Zno-on-quartz has been investigated in the past."' A sig- (iv) the ability to vary turn-over temperature through SiO 2

nilicant portion of the recent studies is device-oriented, and thickness
deals specifically with the effect of an externally applied strain (v) favourable ageing rates, on the basis of a recently reported
on the operating frequency of SAW delay-line or resonator preaging study.'
oscillators. The extremely narrow bandwidth associated with
high-Q SAW resonators, coupled with a strain dependence of Deflection of the cantilever-mounted device results in an axial
resonant frequency, makes these devices particularly well strain i:, of opposing signs on the upper and lower surfaces.
suited for sensing displacement, force and pressure. By incor- The SAW resonator, whose acoustic energy is confined to

* porating such sensors in an oscillator feedback loop, a strain- roughly one acoustic wavelength (A.o = 40 pm) of the top sur-
dependent frequency output is obtained which can readily be face, and whose deposited layers are thin compared to sub-
converted to digital form by a frequency counter. strate thickness, experiences essentially the strain occurring on

Iere we report the variation in resonant frequency with top of the silicon.
externally applied strain for resonators constructed on a Resonant frequency, which depends on both changes in pro-
ZnO/SiO,/Si-layered medium. The measurements were car- pagation path length, as well as changes in phase velocity due
ried out by deflecting a cantilever-mounted resonator as to the biasing strain, deviates from the unstrained resonant
shown in Fig. 1. This method permits the resonant frequency, frequency as
and ultimately the surface-wave phase velocity, to be ex-
pressed in terms of a single biasing strain in the direction of Af v AL

* wave propagation. ( I )
The externally coupled SAW resonator employed here con- f V L,fsf

sists of input and output interdigital transducers (IDTs) lying
outside a resonant cavity formed by two etched-groove reflec- where Lf f is the effective cavity length of the resonator.

The biasing strain r., varies linearly in going from the de-
treasuer groove reVfctr$ flected to lixed ends of the device so that the fractional change

.-,< .- -in eflective cavity length is equal to the strain at thc cavity
Z, ,centre, i.e. c, = AL.,f/L,1f. Measuring beam deflection d with

a micrometer, the value of strain at cavity centre x, is given
:.~ ~ .m ZnOx 1.,AC/A by

3txd d (2)
2L3

"nl sip where tis the total thickness of the substrate plus deposited
lig. I ZnO/SiO,/Si swurfae-a.oustic-wtator resiniator mounted in cflhi- layers an, L is the unsupported beam length, as indicated in
h~ir'r Iashum Fig. 1.

Resot' -t icquency is monitored during the strain test with
tor arrays. The functioning of the device is analogous to that an HP 84 N vector voltmeter. At each 0.001 in increment of
of the optical Fabry-Perot cavity, with the exception that here beam defleX. .n, f'pplied at the free end of the device, input
the distributed reflectors have a narrow bandwidth. As a result frequency fro'n a, HP 8656A signal generator is altered to
of the reflector bandwidth, a single resonant mode exists and restore the resonL . phase shift between transducer ports.
is characterised by a higher Q-value than would be obtained Owing to the :apid -;hase variation near resonance. transmis-
by placing transducers inside the resonant cavity. The device sion phase provides a more sensitive measure of detuning than
Q is 12 500 and is found to vary slightly with applied strain, does transmission amplitude. The variation in resonant fre-
This variation of Q is due in part to the velocity gradient quency with biasing strain i. is shown in Fig. 2. From the
which accompanies the nonuniform straining of the surface. linear characteristic, we can write Af/J= 1-07i.. Using eqn. I,

In fabricating the device, a thermal oxide is grown on a with i. replacing AL,J,/L,:,, we conclude that surface-wave
(I I )-cut silicon substrate with wave propagation in the (2i i > velocity is influenced by biasing strain in the direction of pro-
direction. Proper choice of SiO, thickness results in a tem-
perature stable resonant frequency.' A piezoelectric ZnO film pagation. such that Av/v = 207c. We note that the major
is deposited by RF diode or magnetron sputtering and permits effect of a strain in the direction of propagation is to increase
transduction between the electrical signal and the propagating surface wave velocity, resulting in a net increase in resonant
acoustic wave. The planar features on top of the ZnO are frequency. In comparison. resonators fabricated on crystalline
defined by standard photolithoglaphy. with reflector array quartz or lithium niobate are found to decrease in resonant
prooves formed by ion-beam etching. frequency with applied strain due to a smaller fractional

There are several advantages to using ZnO-on-Si SAW res- change in surface-wave velocity with strain.'
onators as force/displacement sensing devices; these include:

::'" "-:'-'- ', '2-"".ot -''7': " 't'"' " .' 2 ' ." -. " - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - ---': : __ :: _ ' : ' : :- ' -- -
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8 ; 4 Pi4TI: Si-N, K. E. Silicon as a mechanical material', Pr IEE,

S7 1982, 70, pp. 420-457
"6 5 UNSII1K, K L., MAKIS, S. ., and PIIHE , it I "Surface acoustic

o 5 wave devices on silicon'. 1982 International Conference on solid

4 state deviccs, Tokyo, Proc. suppl. Jpn. J. AppI. Phys., Jan. 1983

6 TIMOSHENK0. S. P., and GOoiER, J. N.: 'Theory of elasticity'
3 " (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1970). Chap. 3, pp. 41- 4 6

2 7 WAS, J. F., KARREK, H. E., KUSTERS, J. A.. and AIAMS. ( A : 'Fre-
quency/stress sensitivity of SAW resonators', Electroni. Lett.. 1976,

--. 12. pp. 580-581
8.-7.-6-5- -3 -2 - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 NALAMWAR,. A. L., and EPSTEIN, m,.: 'Strain effects in SAW devics',

'X a IO'Z Proc. IEEE, 1976, 64, pp. 613-615
9 REEI)ER, T. M., (ULLEN, 10. E., and GILDEN, m.; 'SAW oscillator press-

-3 ure sensors'. 1975 Ultrasonics Symposium Proc., IEEE cal. no. 75
CHO 944-4SU, pp. 264-268

10 ROKHLIN, S. I, KORNSLIT, L, and GORO)ETSKY, (.: 'Analysis of
-6 surface acoustic wave pressure transducers and accelerometers'.
6 Technical report, Physics, Materials Engineering Depis.. Ben-
7 99M Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel

Fig. 2 Variation in resonant frequency against strin at cavity centre in
* "-the dirt' lion of wave propagation

In implementing a force sensor, crystal geometry governs

the relationship between strain and applied forces. By using a

IC. thinner cantilever beam, for example, a greater threshold
snsilivity is achieved. The threshold strain is that which prod-

p"N uces the minimum resolvable resonant frequency shift. This is

ultimately limited by the short-term frequency stability of the
resonator. Short-term stabilities for quartz resonators are typi-

cally in the order of I Hz or less
1 ° (for integration periods of

I s) with similar stabitity expected for resonators built on

.", silicon.
It is found that resonant frequency of the ZnO/SiO2 /Si de-

vices varies linearly with applied strain up to the point of

sthstralc fracture. Silicon yields by fracture, rather than by

plastic flow, with maximum strain in the order of 10-
3. The

% dynamic range of a ZnO/SiO/Si resonator sensor of any ge-

om'try will be limnited by the ratio of maximum strain to
.g Ihrushold strain. On the basis of the measured maximum

strain, and the estimated short-term resonator stability, the

dynamic range of a 100 MHz sensor is estimated to be iO
s .
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IAPPENDIX H

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF rf DIODE AND MAGNFTRON

SPUTTERED ZnO-Si0 2-Si STRUCTURES

k R. D. Cherne, R. F. Pierret, and R. L. Gunshor

School of Electrical cnqineering
Purdue University, W. Lafay-tte, IN 47907

M. H. Tanielian and 0. K. Wu
Gould Laboratories

Gould Inc., Rolling Ifedrnows, IL 60008

Abstract

A comparative evaluation of rf diode The majority of the data to be presented
and magnetron sputtered ZnO-Si02-Si structures was derived from standarized structures with
is described and summarized. The comparison approximately 2om thick ZnO films. The film
incorporates both electrical dta and physical in turn was typically deposited on (100) n-type
data derived from SEM, X-ray diffraction, Si substrates covered with a 0.1um thick layer
and other analytical techniques. The inter- of thermally grown Si0 2 . In examining the
facial trap and net effective charge densities data it should be understood that the precise
at the Si-SiO 2 interface, ZnO film morphology, nature of the results is not only dependent

ZnO film conductance, and the electrical on the device parameters, but is sensitive
and physical effects of post-deposition annealing to even minute variations in the ZnO film dvpnsi-
are some of the topics examined in the comparison. tinn parameters and procedures (dptaitr ,rf

whilh aitr included elsewher 133). Overtil
1. Introduction trends, however, should be characteristic of

the specific sputterinq process, either diode

Over the years rf diode sputtering, or magnetron. The following section contains
and more recently, rf magnetron diode sputtering a review of representative sputtering damaq,
have been the most widely utilized methods observations. Physical observations including
for depositing the ZnO film which forms the SEM, X-ray, and Auger data is presented in
heart of metal-ZnO-Si02-Si (MZOS) device Section 3. A third distinct set of observations,
structures. Magnetron sputtering has tended results derived from small signal conductance
to supplant non-magnetron rf diode sputtering measurements, are described in Section 4, while
(henceforth referred to as diode sputtering) Section 5 contains an overa.l summary of

because of an enhanced deposition rate and results and conclusions.
the routine attainment of thicker films of
acceptable device quality. Another possible

advantage of magnetron sputtering is reduced
damage to the underlying Si-Si0 2 subsystem 2. Sputtering Damage Observations
due to the decreased number of electrons
bombarding the substrate during the deposition The effect of radiation incuded damage
process, on the Si-SiO 2 subsystem during sputter-deposi-

tion of an overlying ZnO film is most readily
Herein we summarize and report the results characterized in terms of (1) the density

of a comparative evaluation of MZOS structures (Dit) of midgap surface states at the Si-Si0 2
formed by diode and magnetron sputtering, interface and (2) the net effective interface

The study was originally initiated to examine charge per cm2 (A
0
SS) added to the system

the relative levels of sputtering damage during the deposition process. The midgap
in the respective systems. Previous observations 

0
it provides a direct measure of the interface

[1) of sputtering damage have been confined to states created during sputtering. AOSS,
the diode sputtering process and contained computed from the flat band voltage of the
limited quantitative information. Further system before deposition less the flat band
impetus for a comparative evaluation has voltage after deposition, is a combined measure
come from observed differences in the electrical of all charges added to the system. These
behavior of structures subjected to post- typically include the positive charge associated
deposition annealing. As reported at the with holes generated by ionizing radiation
1981 Ultrasonics Symposium (2), bias stable and trapped in the silicon dioxide near the
MZOS devices containing magnetron deposited Si-Si0 2 interface, added fixed charge, and
ZnO films have been fabricated in our laboratory changes in the interface state charge at flat
by annealing the ZnO-SiOrSi substrate in band. Measured values of Dit before sputtering
a nitrogen atmosphere for one hour at 380 - 490°C. were less than 1010 states/cm

2
-eV for the (100)

The cited anneal, however, had no effect oriented Si substrates employed in the investiqli-
on the bias stability of MZO devices containing ton. AQSS was of course identically zero
diode sputtered films. for an undamaged Si-Si0 2 subsystem.

. f.tnnfftl'!S -----------------------------------------------------------
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Figs. I and 2 respectively display post-

deposition Di, and AQss/q values typical 12
of NZOS structures formed by magnetron or

diode sputtering. The x-axis on both plots .. 1

identifies the position of the Si-SiO 2 substrate

within the sputtering chamber during the

deposition process. In collecting the data,
a nch Si-SiO substrate was appropriately 11

sectioned and te pieces positioned along 6 !

a straight line through the center (x = 
0)

of the substrate platform as pictured in 4 0
Fig. 3. After sp.ttering the ZnO film, the

L wafer pieces were further subdivided laterally 2 - ..... .. o.

and the upper hatfs were post-ZnO-deposition 
0 '0

(PZ) annealed at 380C for one hour in an -6 -A -2 0 2 , 6
oxygen atmospere.t M9S capacitors were 

-6 -4 -2

then formed on all wafer pieces and probed Position (cm)

as a function of position. The solid (9, A)
data points appearing in Figs. 1 and 2 were Fig. 1 Midgap interfacial trap density at

derived f o unanneated devices; the open the S'SiO2 interface as a function of substrate

data points, fr i PZ annealed devices Platform positioning.

Several features of the damage prodaced

"rinq ma etron and dio soutterlyes arential'clal evident from Figs. I and 2. First 2

ot all the as-deposited ( ofanneated) damage 4

is a strong fctio of the subsrate positioningf Fi
inside the sputterinc chamber with the positional

dhpendence being especially pronounced for 
aieagnetron sutterin. In coaring the damage

i' ' between various runs, or between magnetron- 6

ind dode sputtering, it is absolutely essentefcinrae hgep

to note the spatial pssitioning of the respective t4

substrates ot the subsyrate platform. Failure

to note the spatial positioning can reai y 2

Lead to confusing, seemingly irreproducib e
1ata, an
d  
possibly mncorrect conclusions. or I I -I -I I I I

Where lower minimm Dit values are obtained

with ragnetron spttering, the overall damage psutintm)
is o Zh sae orer f mgnitde or othFig. 2 Net effective interface charge per

sputtering methodsu cm at the Sm-Sia2 interface as a function

Secondly, PZ annealing minimizes the of substrate platform positioning.

~spatial non-uniformity and drastically reduces
the interfac te ate density in highly damaged

rregions. However, the anneal has Little
effect on the midgap ditin moderately damaged~regions and, more importantly, a PZ anneal

~alone will not restore the $i-SiO 2 subsystem

to prp-deposition quality. In fact, we have

consistently observed a midgap Ditof

1-2 x 1011 states/c -eV in anneatio hagnetron

.irior to sputtering.

Stuicture woas rsed in01 referen/cme 1a i.3Eprmna ragmn wfrpee

.. Finally, although the m .dgap .it is unaffect- - -.--.......- ..... ....ied by the anneal for substrate positionings "a1 ftn I [I
m ~near x = 0, the AQSS of devices in this region \

" " crea,,es after annealing. Since holes trapped Wat¢er-

, , in the oxide are undoubtedly removed by PI Pi ee

.'*..anneal ing (which would tend to yield a negativ
!".. Nifi in AQSS), the tise.d charge is not affected
.. t,, If- atnneal, and ionic contamination has Sub ......

[-.t -annea was proposed in reference I as Fig. 3 Experimental arrangement of wafer pieces

-. * eafs of minimizing the damage associated on the substrate platform teading to the data

ti - 1th ,.puttering. presented in Figs. I and 2.
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been ruled out by subsidiary experiments,
one can only conclude that the band edge
distribution of acceptor-like and donor-Like
interface states is modified during the anneal.
The uniformity of both ODi and AQss after
annealing also suggests the number and distribu-
tion of interface states are totally specified
hy the thermodynamic equilibrium condition
established at the Si-SiO 2 interface during
the annealing procedure.

*-." 3. Physical Observations

The primary motivation for performing
a physical comparison of MZOS structures
formed by magnetron and diode sputtering
was the achievement of bias stability in
PZ annealed magnetron structures but not ()

in PZ annealed diode structures. Also of
interest was the effect of the anneal on
the physical nature of the ZnO films and

*, the underlying Si-SiO 2 substrate. Thus,
. included in the analysis were magnetron-sputtered
4 test structures, both annealed and unanneated,

plus diode-sputtered test structures, both
annealed and unanneated. The ZnO film in
all cases was approximately 2um thick and
was deposited on a Si substrate covered with
a -O.1um thick layer of thermally grown SiO 2.
The PZ anneal was performed at 4900C for
one hour in a nitrogen atmosphere. The test
structures were eventually subjected to the
following probes: scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Auger depth
profiting (AES), and electron spectroscopy
for chemical analysis (ESCA).

As displayed in Figs. 4, the SEN analysis (b)

reveeldd that the magnetron films contained Fig. 4 SEM photographs of (a) magnetron
a coarser fiber morphology and a less regular sputtered and (b) diode sputtered ZnO
cotumnar structure than the diode films, films after PZ annealing. The spacing between
These results suggest a significantly Larger hash marks is 1 um.
grain size in the magnetron films and a more
random growth pattern. PZ annealing appeared
to have Little effect on the gross morphology
of the films, although the annealed samples
did exhibit a somewhat increased surface respectively. By way of comparison, 20 is
roughness, ideally 34.430 for the 002 plane in an unstress-

ed ZnO film. The degree of deviation from
X-ray evaLubtion of the ZnO films was the ideal 20 value clearly indicates considerable

performed employing both a Read (powder) stress in the unanneated magnetron films and
camera and an X-ray diffractometer. A qualitative a significant reduction in stress upon annealing.
comparison of the Read camera results again
suggested that the magnetron films were not Auger depth p-ofiling of the test structures
as well-oriented crystalLographicaLty as established thot *ie elemental composition
the diode films. The results further suggested of the ZnO fit... as uniform to within t 2
that PZ annealing, and the attendant relaxation atomic % throughott the thickness of the films.
of stress in the ZnO films during annealing, In all cases, profiles of the ZnO-$iO 2 and
enhanced the random orientation of crystalLites-- Si-Si0 2 interfaces were observed to be "smeared-
with the cited effect being decideLy more out", which can be attributed in part to the
pronounced for the magnetron films. The intrinsic nature of the measurement technique
position of the 002 plane in the different and in part to uneven sputter-etching of the
ZnO films, as measured by the X-ray diffract- relatively thick ZnO layer. For both magnetron
ometer, quantitatively confirmed the reLaxa- and diode structures, nonetheless the smearing
tion of film stress as a byproduct of PZ out of the interfaces was enhanced after
annealing. The measured 20 values were annealing as illustrated in Fig .

.r 33.950, 34.380, 34.200 and 34.400 for the Unfortu..ately, it is not clear if intercomponent
unanneated magnetron, annealed magnetron, diffusion has actually occurred, or if this
unanneated diode, and annealed diode films, enhanced smearing is just an artifact caused

Z.1
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4. Small Signal Conductance Measurements

The small signal capacitance recorded
10 as a function of voltage is a widely used

Mamlttom tool for probing the internal properties
A8- %p|I d of metal - insulator - semiconductor structures.

8 eC-V characteristics were, in fact, employed
'0 I in establishing a portion of the data reported

* Iin Section 2. The admittance of all MIS
6 - structures, however, also exhibits a typically

*small but readily measurable Loss component.
j ................. Since the degree of bias stability exhibited

'.Zn by MZOS structures is intimately tied to
carrier transport and trapping in the ZnO

U) 1 film, both of which contribute to the overall
2.~j./ toss, it wxs felt that toss measurements
.might provide direct insight into the origin
I 'of behavioral differences displayed by magnetron

and diode films.

.2000 .4000 The Loss component, expressed in terms
Depth(A) of the equivalent series resistance or equivalent

(a) parallel conductance, is generally a strong
function of the a.c. measurement frequency

0-- and is therefore monitored as a function
/ of both frequency and applied bias. For

J probing MZOS structures the capacitance and
8e Iconductance measurements are complementary8in nature. Whereas the constant capacitance

I portions of thf C-V characteristics (correspond-
0 ing to accumulation and inversion of theS6 , Si gurface) provide only minimal structural

I information, the G-V and G-f characteristics

4 are potentially rich in information over
4. the same biasing regions. The observed conduct-

" Iance, on the other hand, is totally dominated
S, by the SiSi02 interface state Loss under

depletion biasing, thereby obscurino losses2. related to carrier transport and trapping

in the ZnO film. For this reason, the conduct-

ance results to be reported are confined

0 2000 0 to the accumulation and inversion regions
Depth(A) of operation. It should benoted that severe

Lateral effects under inversion biasing further
(b) restrict measurements performed with standard

" MZOS devices to only accumulation biases
Fig. 5 Auger depth profile of the interfacial (to positive gate voltages for n-type devices).
regions in a magnetron-sputtered MZOS structure Inversion bias conductance data has nevertheless
(a) before and (b) after PZ annealing, been obtained utilizing specialized "mesa"
(the zero point on the depth scale was chosen structures where the ZnO film is etched away

* arbitrarily), in ungated areas.

Representative conductance versus frequency
data derived from diode-sputtered MZOS-C's

are displayed in Fig. 6. Other than predictable
variations in magnitude associated with a
square dependence on the device capacitance,

the same results are obtained for all accumulat-
ing biases, all inverting biases, and whether
the device is maintained in the dark or iltuninat-

by the greater ZnO surface roughness of the ed. Noting that the electric field distribution
annealed structures, in the ZnO film is quite different under

accumulation and inversion biasing, we are
Finally, ESCA data indicated that, to led to conclude the observed conductance

41thin the accuracy of the measurement, zinc has nothing to do with carrier transport
and Oxygen were present in only one valence and trapping in the ZnO film. The apparent

* state each and that all films were stochiometric Lack of film photosensitivity, particularly
*o ZnO. under inversion biasing, further supports
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cstandard MZO 100C.3-B) 0

*a mesa MZOS-C(112.4 -C)

G (IS)

G (S) accmu~wbon- rngntron
based ineso annealed

io-8 biased
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unannealed

[-diode
10-9 0.10 1'' .0 I I L I

0 1 20 30 40 50
XG(volts)

10 165, =.. i. . 1magnetron annealed
10 10 104o0 Device 92.2-B

f (Hz)

Fig. 6 (above) Representative conductance
versus frequency data derived from diode- \

sputtered MZOS-C's.

Fig. 7 (right-top), .observed conductance 0-
of magnetron MZOS-C's as a function of '
the applied gate voltage.

Fig. 8 (right-bottom) Conductance versus G (S)
frequency characteristics of an anneaLed
magnetron MZOS-C itlustrating photo, memory,
and voltage-history effects.

the cited conclusion. Additional. measurements
~*J. have in fact isoLated the source of the observed

toss to be the metat-ZnO contact. Absotutely
4-. no conclusions can be drawn about carrier
% conduction in the diode fiLms, other than

the film conductivity is below a certain
calculable value. Ii8r 10 r(f inal)

Results derived from magnetron-sputtered ... V619" eq.w to
N4ZOS-C's art dlecidety different. First of a.,. tb.. beek to
all, as displayed in Fig. 7, the measured V,= 4eV as beegs
conductance of magnetron devices is always WdA6C l6bt.ff

greater than or equal to the conductance4 of comparable diode devices and only approaches
the diode conductance at large accumulating 109 ..
biases. Secondlty, ilumination can increase101410
the observed conductance of magnetron devices10O 0
by orders of magnitude as shown in Fig. 8. f (Hz)
Another interestine aspect of the Fig. 8
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data is the persistence of a perturbed conduct- tained a high density of upper band gap traps
ivity tong after the illumination has been whose numbers are increased by PZ annealing.
removed. Memory of a prior illumination, These same traps undoubtedly play a key roLe
however, can be quickly erased by cycling in the bias stability of annealed magnetron
the gate voltage from the set voltage to zero t'evices and may in fact arise as a direct
and then back again to the set voltage, consequence of the larger fiber morphology
Given the history and memory effects, it is of the magnetron films.
our conclusion that the described behavior
can be attributed to a high concentration of
active upper band gap traps distributed through-
out the bulk of magnetron-sputtered ZnO films. Acknowledgment

These traps are either absent in the diode
films or present at tower concentrations. The material presented in this paper

Finally, PZ annealing apparently leads to is based upon work supported by the National

an increased trap density in the magnetron Science Foundation under Grant No. ECS-8009793
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5. Summary and Conclusions
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compressive stress was detected in as-deposited
magnetron films. PZ annealing led to a reduction
in film stress, a somewhat increased surface
roughness, and an enhanced smearing in the
Auger profile of the component interfaces.

Finally, the measured small signal conduc-
tlnce derived from magnetron and diode-sputtered
devices was distinctly different. The conductance
Of diode MZOS-C's was dominated by Losses
Stemming from the metat-ZnO contact and provided
little if any information about the ZnO film
itself. The G-V and G-f characteristics
derived from magnetron devices, on the other

wnd, were clearly correlated with carrier
Ottion inside the ZnO film. It was concluded
fr~m this data that the magnetron films con-
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Space Charge Waves In Multllayered Heterostructures

S. Datta and R. L. Gunshor
School of Electrical Engineering
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ABSTRACT

Space charge waves in multilayered heterostructures are discussed using coupled

Boltzmann equations. Acoustic plasma modes are investigated with practical examples.

The formulation includes both degenerate and non-degenerate electron systems;

exchange and correlation effects are incorporated using a local density approximation

and are shows to affect the acoustic plasma mode significantly; lattice collisions are

included using the relaxation time approximation.
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1. Introduction.

The development of molecular beam epitaxy has made it possible to fabricate mul-

tiple layers (thickness -100A) of lattice-matched semiconductors with a very low den-

sity of interface states 1. Various combinations of semiconductors have been used to

build multilayered heteroetructures, the most popular combination being GaAs and

i, A,-.GaAs (Fig. la). The idealized conduction and valence band edges for such a

• .configuration are shown in Fig. lb. The electrons are confined in narrow gap GaAs

layerr where they are free to move in the x-y plane; the result is a series of potential

wells, each well within which a system of two dimensional free electrons is confined.

Electrons confined in two dimensions support space charge waves that have a

plasma frequency proportional to the square root of the wavenumber. In multilayered

structures the space charge waves in different wells are coupled through the Coulomb

interaction. The coupling of two distinct electron systems leads to the appearance of

two modes - the optical plasma mode where the space charge waves in the two systems

are in phase, and the acoustic plasma mode where they are out of phase. The latter

mode type possesses interesting possibilities for application to practical devices; such

I:. modes exhibit an approximately linear frequency - wavenumber relationship with velo-

cities of the order of 108 cm/second. This velocity range is about 3 orders of magni-

tude faster than ultrasonic waves, and 2 orders of magnitude slower than electromag-

netic waves. It may thus be possible to use such acoustic plasma waves to implement

a'
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submillimeter wave signal processing components. The use of these plasma waves is

limited on the low frequency side by the collisional damping of the lattice and impuri-

ties. However, modulation doping techniques have been reported that make it possible

to obtain very long collision times (far in excess of the Brooks - Herring limit for bulk

materials) in multilayered heterostructures2 . Collision times in the range of 1 ps.

would make acoustic plasma waves useable at frequencies in the 1000 GHz range.
.4

Acoustic plasma modes were first discussed in three dimensional systems having

two distinct species of electrons such as s-and d-electrons or electrons and holes. 4 .

However, acoustic plasma modes in these systems are Landau damped by the lighter

N species 6 and are difficult to observe. Collective modes of spatially separated two

dimensional electron systems in solids were first investigated by Dassarma and

Madhukar using the Random Phase approximation (RPA) for the dielectric constant.

They found that an acoustic mode exists even if the two systems are identical; more-

over, if the spatial separation exceeds a certain critical value the mode is not Landau

damped by either species.

In this paper we will present an analysis of the acoustic plasma modes in spatially

4' separated two dimensional electron systems using coupled Boltzmann equations. The

Boltzmann formalism is equivalent to the RPA for long wavelength excitations; so as

we might expect, this analysis gives the same results as Ref. 6. However, the present

formulation, we believe, is more suitable for further extending the analysis in order to

'
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incorporate additional effects. The effects of correlation and exchange are incorporated

using a local density approximation; both degenerate and non-degenerate (classical) sys-

tems are included in the analysis. The effect of collisions (with the lattice) is incor-

porated through a relaxation time t. A similar formalism has recently been used to

describe acoustic plasma modes in three dimensional systems with two species of elec-

trons.

. 2. Coupled Boltzmann Equations for a Pair of Wells

vi Consider a pair of wells (Fig. Ib) each of width W and separated by a distance d.

In each well the electrons are distributed in different subbands depending on the width

of the well, the carrier concentration and the temperature. We will assume for simpli-

city that only the lowest subband in each well is occupied, so that we have two groups

of electrons, one in each well; however, electrons in multiple subbands can also be

incorporated into the formalism in a fairly straightforward manner.

We have two species of two dimensional electrons spatially separated by d. Let

fnO',V) and f2 ,V) be the distribution functions, both Y and V being in the x-y plane.

We can write a set of coupled Boltzmann equations for f, and f2:

%2

+ =0, i= 1,,... (1)

where Mi  fi - Ij°

.= equilibrium distribution function

'.,

:.' . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
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r= grdients in I and V space respectiyely

Vi = potential at the location of electrons in system i,

arising from charge bunching in system j.

i = effective mass of electrons in system i.

Let us consider space charge waves with frequency w and wavenumber f; Equation (I)

then becomes

[J ] + -J"Vi -- qOf.

S+U i1,2... (2)

Where we have used Qfi = m1"Vj E' Taking T as the reference direction in the x-y

plane we can represent VT by its magnitude vi and its angle 9i from E. We then have

from (2),

Of kv i cos 9 i  #, i = 1,2,... (3a)

OE, f- kvicos 8i

where fl = w - j/r, and

VO (3b)
jr1

The potentials Vi are related to 1the excess carrier concentration Jn1 by

V -" 6n , i =j (4a)

= 6e En, i 0 j (4b)
24

where k in the magnitude of the wavenumber, d is the separation between wells, i is the

static dielectric constant and q is the electronic charge. Eq. (4) is derived from

Poisson's equation, neglecting the spatial spread of the space charge in the z-direction

a,



assuming that the charge forms a sheet in the x-y plane at the center of the well. The

exchange and correlation effects can be included approximately in a local densityI approximation by modifying V4i using the Slater coefficients 5. The excess carrier con-

centration is related to the distribution function by

02
6nj = -  dV fj (5)

Using Equation (3a) in (5),

in' 2  00 2wr kv, Cos ()
6nj - m j  f dvj f dfjvj (6)

2 x ov c o s Pj

Using the result

1 2w Cos d#=- +"

we have from Equation (8),

6nj= ON; f dEj g[ - . -j ()

where N' = I and represents a two dimensional density of states in the jth band,
|2V

while Ej 1 mi v?

The integral in Equation (7) is evaluated using the equilibrium distribution func-

tion fjo for fj. If the carrier concentration is high and the temperature is low such that

!,' E 7 kBT it is appropriate to set
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-" aE - EF) (8)

so that Equation (7) reduces to

6ni = O N; g(XJ)()

where

X = fl/kv.j

vrj = Fermi velocity of electrons in system j

A carrier density n of 10' 2/cm 2 (corresponding to a bulk density of 101'/CM3 if

0

w 100A) gives

k. = v'in = 2.5 x 10 cm-

vr = 4.3 x 167 cm/s. (m* .068 m.)

E= 35.8 meV

Thus the approximation (8) is valid at low temperatures. The subband separation for

0

w = 100 A is about 56 meV so that the neglect of carriers in higher subbands is also

justified.

If the carrier concentration is low and the temperature high enough, the

Boltzmann distribution is more appropriate

. Of. 1 -£/kST n

OE kDT eDN

The constant has been chosen so that the integral of f over energy yields the correct

carrier,concentration n. We then have from (7),

.4

4.
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g~ q0)

where

g(X3) =f dx Ie- L

Xi = fl/kvj

Thermal velocity of _r2kBT 3 11/2
V ,v - electrons in system j = mJ

Equations (9) and (10) can be written together as

6nj = Oj Nj F(Xj) (11)

where F(Xj) and Nj are defined by Equation (9) for degenerate system and by Equation

(10) for a non-degenerate system. The intermediate case is more complicated algebrai-

cally since-the exact Fermi-Dirac function has to be used for f(E).

Using Equation (11) in Equation (4) and substituting in Equation (3b) we haveI1+0 02 oekdIi1 10i C,,e kd  f4"o ilJ 100} =1 (12a)

1+ a2 1 102J 1(2a
where

0i =- Ni F(Xj) (12b)
242Ek

The plasma modes of the coupled wells are obtained from the condition

1+ 1 &27ekdI

det 1 0e0kd I + e2j -0 (13)

The present formalism is easily extended to multiple systems of electrons; it only makes

the order of the matrix in Equation (13) larger. The oi's are actually the

,', .', ' • . * " -", "- " . . ".- - . ' . . . . .- - . . , - . . - . .. _ . . - . . .. . . . .II 
-
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polarizabilities of the electrons in system i, so that the matrix in Equation (13) is really

a generalized permittivity for the coupled system. If the off diagonal terms were

absent, Equation (13) would give 1 + a = 0 or I + 02 = 0 which describes the

plasma modes of the individual systems. But because of the coupling we now have

I + (al1 + 02) + 0a1(1 - e- 2kd) = 0 (14)

The different space charge modes predicted by Equation (14) will be discussed in

the next section. As we mentioned earlier, exchange effects can be approximately

incorporated by subtracting an exchange potential V,, from the Vij (i=j) in Equation

9 (4a); since the two systems are spatially separated, exchange does not affect the Vii for

i 0 j (assuming there is no overlap in the wave functions). The exchange energy per

K electron U, can be estimated for a degenerate electron system using 8

f:' q dI(

2 x

- (l!- = _ . n 0 ! 0, X being the electron wavevector.
2ekF

A change in the electron density by Sn produces a change in the exchange energy which

can be approximately accounted for by an exchange potential

! VXC= -q- 6n.- - 2kF

For degenerate systems the effect of exchange is to reduce 01 and 02 appearing in the

diagonal elements of Eqs. (12) and (13). This modifies Eq. (14) to

I '1o, + 02) + 01*2(9 -e2kd) = 0 (16)
.e

" where

A L- 4-
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- 1- k/kF

For long wavelength excitations I is close to 1; but ekd is also close to I for small d.

As we shall see, the frequency of the acoustic modes depends on the difference

( - e-kd), so that exchange effects could pla:, a significant role in degenerate systems.

Exchange effects are usually smaler in nondegenerate systems.

3. Acoustic Plasma Mode for Identical Wells

We will now discuss the acoustic plasma mode for a pair of wells; which are

assumed identical. It will be shown that the acoustic mode is not Landau damped if

the spacing d between the wells is large enough. Since the wells are identical we have

I = &2

From Equation (14),

S= -( - e-kd) - I

I -if kd« 1
" 2 kd

The eigenvalue a = -1/2 leads to the optical plasmon where space charge waves in the

two wells are in phase; a = -1/kd corresponds to the acoustical plasmon where they

are out of phase. The association between wave type and eigenvalue can be seen by

considering the corresponding solutions 01, 2 in Equation (12a). For the acoustical

plasmon,

"kd ---1

that is,

., .
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2d -1

LD - F(X) (17)

where LD represents the screening distance for a degenerate electron system given by

LD = [4e2 79A

if m" .068 ma, f 10 E (typical values for GaAs). Let us assume that X I so

that the mode is not Landau damped. This means that the wave velocity is much

larger than the Fermi velocity of the electrons (for degenerate systems) or their thermal

velocity (for non degenerate systems). We then have

g(X) m 1/2 X2

For degenerate systems one has F(X) = g(X); for non-degenerate systems the integral in

Equation (10) gives approximately the same resutl, so that we may set

= 2" 2(fl/kv)2  (18)

with v equal to the Fermi velocity (vF) for degenerate electrons and to the thermal

velocity (v) for non-degenerate electrons. Using Equation (18) in (17),

L D V (19)

If d >> LD, the mode velocity is much larger than v and the assumed condition of zero

Landau damping is satisfied; however, we may still have collisional damping unless the

frequency is high enough that w >> 1/? (since fl = w - j/r).

Consider a potentially practical example. If d = 1000A and n = 1012/Cm2 , then

for GaAs we have (assuming a degenerate system) V , = 4.3 x 10 cm/s.

A71
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=3.6 VF =1.55 x 100 cm/s.
k

At a frequency of 500 GHz, the wavelength is m 3.1 pm, so that interacting structures

can be fabricated on the surface by photolithographic techniques. However, the design

of transducers for these waves may prove difficult because of the necessity to excite two

nearby wells having a 1800 phase difference.

Finally, it should be noted that the velocity of the acoustic mode depends on the

difference l-e - kd so that it might be significantly iffected by exchange and correlation

as mentioned at the end of the last section.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have described a Boltzmann formalism for describing coupled

space charge waves in spatially separated two dimensional systems as encountered in

multilayered heterostructures. Both degenerate and nondegenerate electron systems

can be handled by this formalism. Acoustic plasma modes are investigated using

potentially practical examples of realizable structures in Ga.As to illustrate the results.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Multilayered Heterostructure

(a) Configuration

(b) Conduction and Valence Band Edges
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